Durham. N.H.

urge involvement
By Jennifer Grant
Reaching out to students and
instudent
more
getting
volvement in student government
is a goal shared by the three
student body presidential can

Last night's full moon casts an eerie glow over downtown
Durham. (Dave LaBianca photo)

didates, Doug Cox, Jim Donnelly
and Randy Walker.
The three candidates and their
vice
executive
respective
presidential candidates, Cheryl
Brown, Bob Coates and Patty
Hansen, aired their comments at
a debate last night sponsored by
MUSO, Student Government and
WUNHradio.
Cox is focusing his campaign
around bettering relations between the administration and
Student Government. "We can't
identify with the administration
and we also can't be too abrasive.
We have to do our homework,
know our facts and be smooth,''
Cox said.
"The key to being an effective
student body president is to
always have the student interests
in mind,'' Cox said.
Walker is mainly concerned
with commuter involvement.
"Commuters have been neglected in the past,'' Walker said.
"I would like to adopt a com~
muter center and increase the

service of the Kari-van, which is
in great demand,'' Walker said.
Donnelly wants to "take s.ome
unorthodox steps and suprise the
administration.
"The administration trouts us

like children, we should start acting like children," Donnelly said.
When asked to specify '·unorthodox steps" by panelist Terry
Monmaney of WUNH. Donnellv
suggested to "parafin the windshields of faculty and staff cars
who use commuter parking
spaces."
Panelist Kate McClare, news
editor of The New Hampshire,
asked if acting like children

would solve anything. Donnelly
said, "What have we got to lose?
We have to be aggressive."
W~lker said, "Student Body
Presidents should delve into
::irP::i~

that havo not boon donlt

with in the past."
"We can try to work with the
administration, and if they don't
want to work with us, then steps
can be taken,'' Walker said.
Hansen hopes for more student
power in the Academic Senate.
S~e said, "It's like a dictatorship
now, with the administration
telling the students what to do."
CANDIDATES, page 5

Election ti1nes, places
Elections for Student Body President will be held today and to_
morrow at the following places and times:
Stillings and Philbrook Dining Halls: 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. and
4: 15p.m.-6:15 p.m.
Huddleston Dining Hall: upstairs, 11:30a.m.-1:15p.m. and4:00
p.m.-7:00p.m.; downstairs, 10: 15 a.m.-2: 15 p.m. and 4:30 p.m._
6:30 p.m.
Dimond Library, MUB, McConnell and Kingsbury: 10:00 a.m.4:00p.m.
Student ID is required.

SAT proposal -called
'challenge to Caucus'
By Beth Albert
The proposal to shift the power
to allocate the Student Activity
Tax CSAT) money from the Student Caucus to two non-student
organizations was designed only
to stimulate discussion on the
SAT process, J. Gregg Sanborn,
director of s~udent ac~ivities)t?ld
the Stude~t Caucus at its meetmg
Sunday mght.
··My feefing is the proposal is a
challenge to the Caucus. The SAT
allocation must be looked at in
the interest of all students·," Sanborn said.
Under the proposal the Student
Activities Office and the Student
Organizations Committee would
allocate the SAT money ·
. Students may voice their opin-
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ions at hearings to be held every
other Wednesday beginning tomorrow. Students wishing to speak
at the hearings must sign up with
Stephanie. Berg, secretary, in room
322 of the MUB.
Sanborn said he will bring the
proposal with suggested revisions
to the Caucus by Feb. 15. He hopes
to submit the porposal to Richard
Stevens, vice president for student
affairs, by April 1.
Jay Beckingham student vice
president for commuter affairs
said the proposal was not a good
way to get the proposal out. " It
leaves more than a bad taste in
tny mouth," he said.
Sanborn said if he had to do it
over again he would have handied the situation differently.
Randy Schroeder student body
president, said the proposal was
.a good way to get student response.
"It is better than a backdoor
process," he said. ·
"I am very strongly against the

C!lnd!dates for. student body presiden~ and executive vice president field questions durirtg last
.
mght s debate m the MUB. <Dave LaB1anca photo)

The medi·um

Beckingham,
proposal,"
attack on
two-hour
led the said
who
the proposal. "It needs to be
looked at ag<jiin. There have not
.
been a lot of complaints from
SAT organizations about the Rv Dana Jennm~s
Caucus. Students are not acting - S~ude!'lt apathy. No on~ is
irresponsibly in the allocation of votmg m the stud~nt ele~hons,
stu~ents are protestmg gettmg a,n
funds,'' Beckingham said. _
Sanborn said questions have (\- mstea~ o~ an 1:i- and ~veryone s
been raised on the eligibility of idea of n?hnR 1s_gettmg dr~,nk
the organizations to receive funds. and watchmg Ammal House.
But believe it or not, there is
"Personally I feel the SAT funding system is inappropriate now. still one bastion of student inI guarantee I will not push through volven:ie!1t left, one place ~here
any process that is not accepted

the opm10n of the student 1s put

by the Student Caucus and the stu- forth daily and listened to.
The bulletin boards of the
dent body as a whole, " he said.
Sanborn said he personally was . di~Jng halls. ,
, ,Uncle Phzl,
not in favor of his office taking
for
much
T_h<!-nks
over the allocation of the SAT
ou r · oatmeal
tax . "I don 't want to gain more ret~ining
power . Often my staff doesn 't r<!-twns, .the guys re<;illY app;ehave enough informa tion on crated it,. bu_t Phil.:. You ve
the
m
dipping
been
- ·
mushrooms again. You can 't
CAUCUS, page 11
keep putting poodles in the

•
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the mess

microwave and expect to get
away with passing it off as
ham. Why, I've seen cat labs
that looked more appetizing.
Signed,
Never a Dull Moment"
The letters are scrawled on
paper napkins and left on food
rrays, aaaressea to Phil (Philbrook), Harry (Huddleston) or
Mrs. Stillings. Eventually they're
read by the dining hall managers.
They contain passionate pleas for
blue cheese salad dressing, sarcasm that would make Mark
Twain's mustache curl and occasionaqy, congratulations. '
"We 've been getting those
notes since we opened second
·semester in 1970," said Charles
Sawyer, manager of Philbrook
Dining Hall. "Somedays we get

as many as a dozen sent to us."
"'Dear Phillv.
"I must .commend you on
your beef stew. Not only can
you find a piece of beef, but I
have almost a whole side of
steer in my bowl. Isn't it a
coincidence that this is
parent's weekend and· that
many parental units are consuming mass quantities ... ?
Your Truly,
Curious George "
The way this underground network of communication between
dining officials and students
wo~ks is this: The disgusted or
delighted student scribbles a note
on a food-stained napkin and
NAPKINS, page 16
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News Briefs

Few need remedial program
"I think there are a minority of
students
who could use this serAlthough UNH has requested
$41,400 for a remedial skills pro- · vice, and I hope it becomes an
gram in math and English, everi smaller minority,'' said
student performance in these Charles Owens, a faculty fellow
areas is actually improving, ac- in the Office of the Vice-President
cording to Eugene Savage, direc- for Academic Affairs, which suggested the funding for the
tor of admissions.
program.
"We do feel that freshmen
Owens said the proposal
coming in from secondary originally came from the English
schools are better prepared than Department through the College
students were two or three years of Liberal Arts and was approved
ago," said Savage, who had not by David Ellis, the former Vice
heard of the proposed program .
President of Academic Affairs.
"I don't really know what
"They have been exposed to
more in-depth course work in documentation we have for this
program," said Owens, "but
high school," Savage said.
The University System Board there is a feeling that needed
of Trustees requested $41.400 for skills are lackine in some
a remedial skills program in its people."
.I~~D- .({ennard,_ chairwoman of
1980-81 budget.

By Judi Paradis

Couch stolen ••• again
Another couch has been stolen from the Commuter Lounge in
the MUB, the third one taken from there in the past month.
UNH police said the couch, valued at about $100, was last seen
in the ground-floor lounge at about 10:30 Sundav ni11ht
Police Lt. Paul Ross said the lounge "is accessible from all
kinds of doors. It's very easy to slide a couch right out._"
.
Although Ross said the thefts may be related, he said the pohce
have no clues in their investigation.

Peace Corps recruits
UNH alumnus Bob Sullivan is here this week to tell students
how they can get involved in the Peace Corps, and VISTA, the
federal programs that send volunteers to developing nations and
American States.
SUllivan, a former Peace Corps worker, recruits UNH students
each year. He will be at t~e Memorial Union Building topay and
tomorrow to answer questions about the programs.
Agricultural graduates are most in demand, Sullivan said.
"Virtually every agricultural applicant we get--both two and four
year degree students--is qualified.
"I'd say that out of 63 Peace Corps countries, 55 of them send in
requests for volunteers trained in some agricultural skills," he
said.
The Peace Corps needs health, civil engineering, math and
science, occupational and physical therapy, and home economics
majors.
· VISTA is looking for liberal arts and social science majors.
Peace Corps volunteers serve two years in a developing nation
in Africa, Asia, or Latin America. VISTA workers go to any
American state, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands, for one year.
College students can get student loans deferred while serving.
Sullivan, a 1973 graduate in Parks and Recreation, worked for
the Phillipine National Parks Department during his Peace Corps
stint from 1973 to 1975.

New gas station opens
Owners of gas stations in Durham may have to lower prices to
compete with the new self-service Old Colony. gas sta"tion on Rte.
108, according to a Gulf service.attendant.
The Gulf station lost about $25 to $50 a night this weekend in
business to the new station, the attendant said.
The new station sells regular gas for 60.9 cents per gallon--a
price that is seven cents lower than two neighboring stations. Gulf
charges 66.9 cents per gallon, while Sunoco sells gas at 67.9.
Unleaded gas prices at Old Colony are also lower at 65.9 cents a
gallon, selling for 69.9 cents at Gulf and 71.9 cents per gallon at
Sunoco. Premium gas is 68.9 cents per gallon at Old Colony, and
73.9 at Gulf and Sunoco.

Durel resigns
Anita Durel resigned as Program Assistant to the UNH Women's
Commission November 10.
Her resignation will result in a temporary cutback in · hours .
until her position can be filled, Durel said.
The Women's Commission investigates the status of women on
campus and monitors proposed University policy and procedures
which affect women according to Marie Cartier, a work study
student who is filling in as interim program assistant.
Durel said her resignation is "nothing traumatic. I've been here
for 3 years and on campus for five years and it's time for me to
move on."
The Commission office located in Batcheller House will now be
open from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Frictay.

Lot A to he painted
Vehicles parked in the paved storage and resident area of Lot A
must be moved to the commuter section on Saturday, Nov. 18 in
order for the lot to be painted.
The University ·Traffic Services requests that the vechicles be
returned to designated Lot A storage and resident sections by 7: :m
a.m. on Monday, Nov.20.

The weather
Cloudy weather will stay with us today and tomorrow, according to the National Weather Service.
There is a 50 percent chance of showers today, with high temperatures reaching 50-55 degrees. Temperatures will be in the :~os
tonight.
Wednesday will be mostly cloudy also. with highs in the upper
50s. The extended forecast calls for fair weather Thursday with
showers possible on F'riday and clearing by Saturday.

the English department, said,
''There is no remedial skills program now. Our department has
not developed one.
"Everyone c,an always use
some help with writing skills,"
Kennard said. "Right now it's
just a question of getting some
money. There really isn't a
program yet."
The $41,400 would provide two
or three instructors with some
student assistants, said Owens,
"It's a moderately small undertaking which could have a sizable
impact."
"A few years ago," Savage
said, ''we had a learning skills
center. hut th:it was phased out
two or three years back because
of a money crunch."

Police
crack
down_
on dogs
By Nancy Carbonneau
The VNfi police departmerit
said last week it is cracking down
on unregistered dogs on campus.
"We have had complaints from
students, -bulfding personel arid
trye grounds crew," said Lt. Paul
Ross. "The dogs are tied to trees
outside the building, sometimes
in the building and the problem is
getting out of hand."
"We have to impound any dog
running at large," Ross said,
'_'and then try to identify the dog . .
Seventy to eighty percent of the do_gs
are not registered either with the
Town of Durham or have a rabies
tag." If the dogs are unidentifiable they are taken to a veterinarian in Portsmouth and kept
for ten days, then put to sleep if
still unclaimed.
If the dog is identified the
owner is given a dog abatement
notice and then issued a summons to court on the next violation. "This is an ordinance of the
Town of Durham and we are
bound to uphold it because University property is in Durham,"
said Ross.
"WP

h:ivP

run

into

some

problems enforcing this ordinanc,_
''We have no vehicle to transport
dogs. We either have to wally it
back or put it in the crusier."
''Once we get them here we
have no place to keep them.
There's a shed out back where we
keep bicycles, but it's cold and
there is no one to take ca~ of
them. Now, the vet in Portsmouth
won't take the dogs anymore, so
we're asking the SPCA in
Stratham if they will," said Ross.
"We would like the students not
to bring their dogs on campus,
otherwise we will strictly enforce
the ordinance and the dogs will
either be given away or taken to a
vet and be put away.
Ross said, "The problem may
decrease once the colder weather ·
sets in, but there are packs of
dogs roaming on campus. F'riday
there were four or five in front of
ilamffton Smith Hall. The ground-;
crew complains because of the
mess enc ao_gs maKc, urinating
against the building·a-nd'trecs'...,

Look out, Rover: UNH police say they're cracking down on
stray dogs on campus.

Stoke RA as'saulied
Two UNH students were arrested after they and six or seven
others assaulted a Stoke Hall Resident Assistant Saturday night.
Micheal Reed, 18, of 127 Congreve Hall, was charged with intoxicatiorr and resisting arrest and Philip Spiro. 18, also of 127
Congreve, was charged with reckless conduct and resisting detention after the assault of Stoke RA James O'Malley at 11: 19
p.m. Saturday.
Reed, Spiro and six or seven others alledgedly beat up O'Malley
near Stoke's main entrance after O'Malley asked the group for
identification inside the building, according to University spokesman Mark Eicher.
Eicher said O'Malley who lived in 829 Stoke Hall, was treated
and released at Wentworth Douglass Hospital in Dover, suffering
from several bruises.
O"Maliey reportedly asked the men, who witnesses said were
intoxicated, for identific.ation when .they were leaving the elevator
on the dorm's first floor, Eicher said. He said the group ran outside, where O'Malley caught one of them. The group then returned and assaulted the RA.
Eicher said the report charges Spiro with kicking O'Malley
in the head while he was on the ground. Both Spiro and R?ed are
scheduled to appear in Durham District Court on Nov. 17.

Trustee change fails
Lame Duck Gov. Meldrim Thomson was unsuccessful in his attempt to replace University System Trustee Philip Dunlap on the
board of Trustees Thursday morning.
The Governor's Council rejected Thomson's appointment of
Henry P. Sullivan to replace Dunlap by refusing to act on the
move.
Thomson tried last year to replace Board Chairman Richard
Morse with Sullivan in a move that was also rejected by the
Council.
·
Action on replacements or reappointments for Trustees Morse,
Dunlap, D. Alan Rock and Joseph Moriarity may be held off by
the Governor's Council until Governor-elect Hugh Gallen takes of.fice in January, according to Councilor Dudley Dudley.
"It's possible th9t we'll be looking at the most important nominations with that in mind, that we'll be having a new governor,"
Uudlcv said.
Dud.ley said she has no idea who Gallen will appoint to the ,
Bo~~g: '[l;t~ qov,er9qr:-~l~~~ .. qn holiday after _h.i~ ,Cpmp,ajgn ~ was _
unava1)aole for comment.
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UNH ·pre-law students
disagree with Spitz
need for it. It is not to the advanBy Pam Dey
Ten pre-law advisees contacted tage of the students,'' he said.
"I think Spitz is trying to build
by The N.ew Hampshire
disagree with Dean Allan Spitz's his own reputation at their exmove to replace Professors pense. It seems stupid to stop a
Richard Desrosiers and John winning team," said junior Jeff
Kayser on the UNH- Pre-Law Bird.
"If the dean has an ax to grind,
Committee.
Desrosiers, an assistant pro~ he should do it in public. The real
fessor of classics and Kayser, people hurt are we students,''.
.
an associate professor of political said senior Rick Trombly.
Elizabeth Gidman feels the
science, were removed last month
by Spitz, acting vice president for issue is "very political." She sees
academic affairs. The two, who the need for continuity within the
said they will refuse to step down committee. "Students need a
A motorized hang glider whizzes over Cowell Satdium during the second period of the from the Committee, charged strong base they can turn to year
Spitz with "vindictiveness" and ·after year.''
UNH-Springfield football. game. <Dave La Bianca photo)
"I think it's a bush move," said
"harassment" in taking the acMike Iacopino. "Why move
tion.
- "Spitz is probably doing what someone out who has 100 per cent
he thinks is best, but I think he's piacement? It's obvious 'soinetotally out of line," said junior ~ody doesn't like somebody.''
John Dupuy.
··
Spitz said, "It is an issue to the
Dupuy said Spitz is punishing extent
that
Kayser
and
pre-law students with the action.
Desrosiers have made it one.
The Pre-Law Committee is a That students are concerned is
By Laura Flynn
Cox and his running mate C11ery1 ment a lot longer, " he said. "W~. four-member advising group that the major issue."
_
UNH's three student body Brown have spent most of their 4,000 flyers and 27 posters with helps students get in to law school
Spitz defended his decision to
and
suggests
courses
to
take
to
the
money
from
their
exI;>ense
president candidates have spent- time going door to door in the
remove the two professors by
ourselves produce ana we 11 be · help students on the LSAT.
a total of $575 in their campaigns, dorms, fraternities and sororities
saying, "I think we should get
plastering the campus with 100 and spent most of their expense able to because we have in the
Bill Corson, chairman of some turnover." He said the
past. Our whole goal is effective- Student Caucus and a pre-law Committee should not become
posters and 14,000 flyers.
budget on their 2,000 flyers , 43
ness.
Elections are being held today posters and advertisements in
student, agrees with Dupuy. "I
Jim Donnelly, who considers think it's a mistake. There's no PRE-LAW. page 18
and tomorrow.
TheNew Hampshire.
himself the most liberal candiJim Donnelly has spent the
"I think that the personal apmost money of the three, with proach, going door to door is the date, agreed that the door-to-door
$225 going for the flyers and most effective because it gives approach is the most effective.
ads in The New Hampshire,- the students a chance to ask ques- " As opposed to seeing our faces a
Randy Walker spent $200, and tions and us to respond and prove million times on flyers and posDoug Cox $150.
that we're really in this for the ters, why not let the ·students
The candidates paid for their students, not ourselves," said meet us once?" said Donnelly
who, with his running mate Bob
campaigns with their own money. Cox.
Cox is campaigning as the most Coates has visited 10 dorms and
" It's kind of a game in the
sense that we're trying to QUt experienced ·candidate. "Cheryl nine fraternities and sororities.
places it in aamuustrators' hands.
Donnelly and Coates printed By Jennifer Grant
maneuver each other," says Cox, and I have a lot more experience
J. Gregg Sanborn, director of
Sanborn said, "'If I were to do It
adding, "But what we're saying than the other candidates because
Student Activities, said yester- again, I'd say that the whole SAT
we've worked in Student Gm~P..rn- SBP. page 10
is sincere; that's not a game."
day he wrote the ...controversial f\mding
system
needed
new proposal reviewing student evaluation and I wouldn't specify
organization rules "with the in- the administration allocating the
tent to update and review the funds."
rules and make them applicable
Sanborn said, "I am concerned
to the times."
about
the present criteria being
By Kate McClare
the University's strongest sup- Ward 2 in . Somersworth. No
A sentence in the proposal that used by Student Government
and Gary Langer
porters in the legislature, called Republicans filed for the cam- would take final authority over concerning SAT funding." SanEight students and two former Gallen's election "splendid."
paign in what he called a the Student Activity Tax (SAT) born would not specify his
student body presidents won
"For the first time we've got a Democratic stronghold.
· from students and give it 1o San- reasons for concern.
seats in the state legislature last decent man who is willing to sit
Still, said Morrissette, his born's office brought heavy
"My intent is to proqipt stuweek, with most pledging at least down and work with the studies suffered.
criticism from student leaders dents to review the entire prop<lXll,"
legislature as a coequal partner."
some support for the University.
The former candidate for UNH last week.
~
Sanborn said.
·
"I wasn't looking forward to student body president said he
Although most student legislaThe-proposal, which was ~~ft
''The SAT funding system is in
the prospect of going nowhere" supported Gallen ·~all the way."
ed by Sanborn, states that ex- critical need of evaluation," Santors said they will give first thought
with Thomson, said Jim BurLessard, who included his sup- penditures involving the Student born said. "Only nine out of 85
to their local constituencies, they
agreed that the University merits chell, who was re-elected to a port of the student financial aid Activities Tax will require ap- student organizations are SAT
second term in the House.
program among the key issues in proval of the office of Student Ac- funded; this should be reviewecf
and needs their support.
Burchell was unopposed in his camoai1m. said he ran for retivities and student government." and evaluated."
"The University needs all the
·J ay Beckingham, Student
help it can get up here," said Rochester's Ward 2 race, so he election, "because I thoroughly
Sanborn said that considering
Government vice president for the
former Student Body President spent most of his energies cam- enjoy it."
number
of
student
commuter affairs, said last week, organizations on campus is un"It gives me a view of New HamoJim O'Neill, who won state office paigning for Gallen.
That forced him to skip a few sfiire ~nd the t)eople of . New
"I don't see any problems with sure that the present allocation
as representative from Concord's
Ward 4. "I'll be very supportive classes, Burcheir said, adding, J:-lampshire that you .don}t or- the present method of appor- system is the best one.
"But I couldn't go to school and dinarily see," he said. "I find it tioning those funds. The Student
of the University."
_
"I am not out to get adO;Neill, a Democrat, said he just study. I'd probably do worse terribly rewarding."
Caucus has had the responsibility ministrative control of SAT fundSeniors
Rick
Trombly . of doing this for years.''
in~ I only want t{) see that
waged his campaign door-to- ifl did."
Bill Corson, Caucus chairman, allocations are in the best inLike Burhcell, Dick Morrissette
door. He said Hugh Gallen's upsaid that-the new clause concernset victory as governor bodes faced no challenge in his bid for STUDENT LEGISLATORS. page 9
ing SAT funds removes direct SAT TAX. page8
well for the University. ''The elec- a second term, representing
jurisdiction from students and
tion of a new governor is going to
make all the difference in the
world," he said. "It's the greatest
thing since sliced bread.''
Senior Carl Gage, a republican
who won his second term from
Exeter, said Gov. l_\Iel_drim
Thomson's def~at will unify the
Republican party.
by Rosalie H. Davis
UNH President Eugene Mills
"Thomson has done more to
Reaction was positive to
congratulated Gallen on his vicsplinter the party than any one · Democrat Hugh Gallen's victory
tory in an official statement.
candidate," Gage said. "I'm not last week over incumbent
Mills
said he is looking forward to
pleased we have a Democratic Republican Gov. Meldrim Thom"working with him and the legisgovernor, but pleased we son among several University adrepublicans have a chance to find mini~trators and staff members lature for the further progress of
the University."
common ground.''
this week.
University spokesman Mark _
"The general feeling is that
Gage said his door-to-door,
person-to-person campaign made people are -pleased within the Eicher said of Gallen, "I think
it tough for him academically. University System," said Lila it's too early for anyone to know
"It's a hell of a lot easier being a Chase Marshall, the director of how the atmosphere will change.
legislator and a student than a stu- the system's information office in He's a new person and we haven't
had the opportunity to form any
dent and a candidate," he said.
Concord.
·
Democrat Leo Lessard, a senior
"People view Gallen as more kind of reaction."
who won his fourth term from reasonable," Marshall said, · Durham Governor's Councilor
Dover's Ward 5, said that in ad- "regardless of their party· Dudley Dudley off ere'd a less
comment.
"The
dition to going door-to-door he allegiance. From what I know of reserved
and his wife wrote personal notes him he's more concerned with University is not going to be so
to more than 600 people in the education than perhaps his pre- fearful," she said. "It won't have
to operate under a fear of persedecessor was."
Ward.
The 54-year-old Littleton car cution--the attitude alone is going Firemen work to control a burning barn at 204 South Main
"There's no way you can keep
up with the courses,,., 'Lessarcf dealer defeated Thomson by to make it worth having a new St. in Newmarket Saturday night. The barn was destroyed in
said. "I've spent tne ·1asc ruUI- 10,653 votes last Tuesday in the governor.''
12-hour blaze, but nearby houses were saved from the ffames.
days trying to catch up."
state's gubernatorialI Ielection.
GALLEN. p,age 19 ' , I
.<Evan Cole photo)
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review of rules
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Hugh Gallen's victory
bodes well for UNH
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Chaniiel ·11 .filming Franco-Am13rican

Tf..s":o~

producer. "Not to say all FrancoAmericans have a bad concept of
what they are, but this concept
does exist. We're saying it's
proud to be Franco-American,
and we're trying to break down
that concept."
The Franco-American Informational
Television
Series
<FAITS) was designed · to
h.eighten th~_v~~we(_s_ ~~~eness

towards
Franco-Americans, . the segments include a piece on England.
·
Ouellette said. The series takes Suzanne Rousseau-,- -s-tar goalie
" Competition for the funding is
place in a bookstore/curio shop, for the UNH woman's lacrosse stiff," said Ouellette, "There are
with four main characters. The team , and a piece on a man in only 20 programs like ours
series, which is geared toward Conway who makes snowshoes throughout the country."/
children and features film like the Indians did years ago.
After Channel 11 received the
footage from the Durham area,
According to Ouellette, the funding , ·Ouellette, director of
may be shown across the coun- series is the brainchild of Bill bilingual education in Berlin·, NH,
try.
Brady, director of school services schools, was hired as executive
"It's a dramatic series, " said for Channel 11. According to producer. He in turri hired Pare,
Paul Pare, producer, "with each Ouellette, Brady and an advisory along with five full time workers,
~-~=~--------------------~~ow d~li~ ~lli a ron~~:
~a~awli~forlliefunili~for
lliree~~time,~dfomacton
man and nature, man and en- an ethnic television program
forthemajorcharacters. ·
vironment, man and sports, and three years in a row, being acceptPare, a former newspaperman
so on. But there's enough ed the third time, in 1977. They ' from Maine, coordinates the
looseness in it to bring in applied since Franco-Americans
filming,castingandprops .
"TV is a very complicated
magazine segments." Some of are a large minority in · New
medium," with
he said.
team
•
_ _....._..
_____.,,_ _ _ _ _.._....._...,,_....,_"""pproach,
very"It's
fine ahierarBy Brendan DuBois
WENH-TV <Channel 11) in
Durham is producing ten halfhour television programs on
Franco-Americans which is
being funded by a federal grant of
$300,000, the largest single grant
Channel 11 has ever received.
"Basically, we're trying to ge't
people to accept what they are,"
said Claude Ouellette. executive

THE NORTH"AFACE
R KA SIER RA P
The best selling goosedown parka in
America. Now
on SALE.
Reg. 85.00
Now65.00

YOUNG'S
RESTAURANT
This weeks Breakfast Special:
· Cheese & Tomato Omellette
Toast
Tea or Coffee
$1.19

z rrntss
m~~

Crails

PETTEE BROOK LANE
DURHAM. NEW HAMPSHIRE 0382.4
TEL . 868-5584

Dailv ~-to 5: :m
Thu;. till H::m. Sat. till;)

Now open 'til 9:00 p.m. Thursday.

Breakfast Specials Run From
AM Daily
....., 6:00-11:30
._... __

__ _____

~------

chical lines. Each person has a
specific expertise, and the team~
work is the taking together of
these components."
Part of the team included the
four actors , two of whom are
children. Pare said 45 people
showed up for auditions, 35 of
whom were children. All were
.bilingual
Franco-Americans.
Three of those hired for the four
major roles are from New Hampshire.
.
i
The team started shooting in
:}ate
May
and
continued
throughout the summer. A pilot
program was completed on
August 17 and for evaluation purposes, the film was shown to 400
students by an independent firm.
According to the two men, the attention level was 85 per cent,
which is very high for a program
. like theirs . Both men said they
were pleased by the results.
far ,"
said
Pare,
; "So
"everything is going smooth,
considering this is a new and very
·complex project."
Ouellette said after the show is
·TV, page20

*************************************************

*******VOTE *******

DOUG COX

SBP
CHERYL BROWN
EXEC. V.P.
Proven Leaders
WORKING FOR THE STUDENTS

I t *':*****

-******* J

*************************************************

We never met a head
we didn't like

. . .With apologies to Will Rogers,
the great American humorist.
The point ·we're trying to make,
of course, is that many haircutters only see hair when they
look at a head.
At Great "X", we look at the
whole head as well as the hair.
We4. also I isten to what the head
says, how he or she pictures him-

self or herself after the haircut .
Our haircutters are trained to put
it al I together . . . so that the
final product is more than .:ust an
example of expert haircut~ing ..
. but a perfect representation of
who you want to be.
Every head's a winner, when it
heads for·.. .

'

J

1

r·
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campus calendar

Candidates call for involve1nent
Panelist Schroeder asked
Coates how he proposes to improve relations between students
Cox said, "I would propose a and the student government.
commuters' center run by a
Coates said, "By having an
professional administrator."
executive vice president, duties
Panelists McClare and Mon- can be split up between the
maney raised the question about president and vice president.
why an administrator should run This will give us more time to get
the commuter center, when the out to house council meetings and
student government is crying for reach out to the students.
more power:
"We would encourage Caucus
Cox answered, "Running a members to attend house council
commuter center requires a lot of meetings. By going to these
professionalism and time. This meetings ourselves, we will be
should be done .by an ad- setting an - example for the
ministrator to develop a link be- Caucus members to follow,"
tween the admtntstratton anll the Coates said.
commuters."
Donnelly said, "Students are
Concerning student power, Cox the core of the University apple,
said, "I didn't say that students , their concerns should be heard by
sheuld have more power, they the administration.
should have more influence."
"In the past, the adBrown and Hansen, the only ministration has tried to ignore
female candidates, were asked to or appease us," Donnelly said.
react to the Women's Center by
"I feel that students aren't
Monmai:1ey.
.
apathetic, they're simply uninBrown said, "I've talked to the formed."
Women's Center and suggested
Cox wants to see the executive
that they form an information members of the student governcenter for women on campus. ment corresponding with the
·
·
They are presently working on students.
. that."
Cox said, "We need better
Hansen said, "I think that the representation of the students if
Women's C~nter is segregating we want the administration to
the campus. I will get a consen- listen to us."
sus from students on campus to
Walker said, "Student governsee if they feel that the Women's ment is a democratic republic.
Center is really needed or not."
We have to organize students into
Panelist McClare asked Don- a power."
nelly if he felt there was a need
"I would like to see the student
for a remedial reading-writing-: representation in ' the Academic
math skills workshop on campus. Senate increased and more conDonnelly
responded,
"The / trol given to DRAC (Dining and
University should not have the Residence Advisory Commitbrunt of what the high schools fail tee)."
to do. It's rather disheartening
"Patty (Hansen) and I are a
that high school graduates can't coed, commuter-resident team, I
read, write or add sufficiently.
feel that we can best represent
"Admissions should be stiffer the students," Walker said.
and possibly require a reading
Hansen said, "I will make it
and writing test," Donnelly said.
part of my duty to go out to dorm
CANDIDATES
continued from page 1

TUESDA y' November 14
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "The Stereodynamics of Tertiary
Amines. NMR Studies of Inversion and Rotation," Dr. C.H.
Bushweller, University of Vermont. Iddles Auditorium,
Room L-103, Parsons Hall, from 11 a.m.-12 noon.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Roman Way, "
Richard V. Desrosiers, AMLL. Room 303, James Hall, 11
a.m.-12:30 p.m.
LECTURE: "Cell Culture Studies of Pancreatic Islet Cells
from Normal and Diabetic Mice," Dr. Edward Leiter, Staff
Scientist, Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine. Room
17, Spaulding Life Sciences Center, at 4 p.m. Sponsored by
the Department of Animal Sciences and the Intercollege
Biological Sciences Organization.
FITNESS PLUS LECTURE SERIES: First lecture of series:
"Genetic Sports," bv Dr. Patterson will include a cornpari-·
son of men and women in sports. Senate Room, Memorial
. Union, 6:30 p.m. Sponsored by Sigma Nu fraternity.
MEN'S HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAME: Norwich, Snively
Arena, 7 p.m. Admission $1.50 for everyone.
UNH GAMES TOURNAMENT: Men's and women's pool;
men's and women's table tennis; foosball; and men's and
women's candlepin. Winners to represent UNH in Regional
ACU-I tournament.
Games Room, Memorial Union,
7 p.m. Continues through Thursday, November 16.
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM SERIES: "Men's Lives," a documentary film about masculinity in America. Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
UNH WRITERS SERIES: DeWitt Henry, e.d itor and writer,
will discuss publishing, and literary magazines. Henry is
co-founder and director of both Ploughshares, Inc. and
Book Affair, Inc., two non-profit literary organizations in
Cambridge, · MA. Forum room, Library, 8 p.m.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT GUEST FAE:UL TY RECITAL:
Roseann Halloren (Plymouth State College), soprano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
·
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p.rn. Also, "Dormitory
Feud_'.."
WEDNESDAY, November 15
-UNH GAMES TOURNAMENT: Games Room, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB PRESENTATION: "Operant Behavior and Resistance to Change," Professor John A.
Nevin, Psychology Department, and former chairperson
of the Psychology Department, Columbia University.
Room 103, Conant Hall, at 8 p.m.
MUSO CONCERT: Joe Pass, world renowned jazz guitarist who has worked extensively with Ella Fitzgerald, Oscar
Peterson, and Duke Ellington. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission $3.50 for students; $5 ·
general admission.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, November 16
AIP SEMINAR: "Chalcogenide Intercalation Compounds,"
Sharon Martin Boudreau, UNH. Room L-103, Iddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall, from ll a.m.-12 noon.
HISTORY FORUM: Informal talk about Southeast Asia by
Leigh Wright, Visiting Professor of- History from Hong
Kong. Horton Social Science Center, Room 204, from
. 12:40-2 p.m.
UNH GAMES TOURNAMENT: Games Rom, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: Fellini's "Amarcurd," Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75 cents
or MUSO Film Pass.
HUMAN DIMENSION, WUNH SERIES:
"Death _and
Dying," by Ann Marie Baron. The 1925 Room, Elliott
Alumni Center, 8:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Personal
Development Mini Dorm. Program will be taped and aired
on WUNH between 8 and 9 p.m. Sunday, November 19.,
MUSIC CONCERT: Symphonic Band, Stanley Hetti.nger,
conductor; Concert CQ.oir, Clevela_nd Howard, conductor.
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8:15 p.m.
MUB PUB: Con Fuller, folk, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, November 17
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Kathy Zefting, saxophone, and Cynthia Blain, piano. Bratton Recital hall, Paul. Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m:
FACULTY LECTURE: "Astronomy--From Dark to Light,"
Robert E. Hot,1ston, Jr., Professor of Physics. New England
Center, 8 p.m.
Sponsored by Speakers Bureau/DCE
/The New England Center. Advance registr~tion at DCE
(2-2105) requested for admission.
MUB PUB: "Headlight," rock, 8 p.m.

meetings, Greek Council meetings and commuters and tell them
w!lat's going on.,,
"CommuniCation won't happen
overnight, between the student
government and the students "
Donnelly said.
'
"There are only 10 students on
the Academic Senate. They know
some of the issues better than the
faculty. More student input is
needed there," Donnel_ly said.
Cox said, "The key component
to an effective student government is responsiveness to feedback.
"We have to give commuters a
better sense of belonging," said
Cox.
Cox said, "I_t's easy to agree
with the administrators. You've
got to have a firm thought that
you 're representing students.''
"The way to get things done is
with leadership and motivation "
Cox said.
'
Peter Moore, president of
MUSO, acted as moderator.

Come and enjoy
an hour or so of discussion and
pleasant company at THE BOOK LOFT
Thursdays 7: 30-8: 45PM
Host George Griewank has planned
the following evenings

Nov. 16th
Don Thompson
''Buying or Building A House''
Nov 23rd

Closed for Thanksgiving

Nov 30th
Bonnie Newman
"Planning for tomorrow's New Hampshire
Dec 7th
Doug Worthen
"Tuna Fish Sandwiches Three Times a Day" or
"Being a Student in Europe"
Dec 14th
George Griewank
''Gifts to Give and Ask For''
Dec 21st Come for Wassail & Cheer
or "Let's Sit Around and Talk About Inflation"
f

The Book Loft "upstairs" at Town & Campus
open mon-fri 9a. m. -9p. m. sat 9-6 sun 11-5
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ASI.
Chinese Restaurant

•

notices

48 Third Street

Dover, N.H.
GENERAL
CAFE FRANCAIS/FRENCH COFFEE HOUR : You
may know about "les trois glorieuses" of July. but have
you heard about those in- November? Do· you know
about "la fete des marrons"? Come to this week's
Cafe Francais and find out. Wednesday, November 15,
in 102 Murkland Hall, at 3:30 p.m.
•
UNH--AAUP : General meeting, Thursday , November
16. Forum Room. Library, 7;30 p.m . The evening's
speakers will be Frederick Jervis and Tom Marshall
on "An Alternative Model of Leadership. "
N.H. STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROBATION COUNSELORS : In-Service Training, Wednesday, November
15, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 7-9 p.m . Group
discussion on assignments and problems with person
pldtt:l.l on prooauon.

-CAREER
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 3, Module
C: Locating Occupational Information. This module
will assist you in locating occupational and career information. You will also take a career interest survey.
Wednesday , November 15, Belknap Room , Memorial
Union, 2:30-4 p.m .
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE : Series 4, Module
C: Locating Occupational Information . Thursda y,
November 16, Belknap Room , Memorial Union , 2-:L:m
p.m .
.
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN : Discussion and idea
sharing about ca reer concerns , postgradua te plans , a nd
just what lurks out in the " real world ." Career Pla nning
and Placement, 2o:J Huddles ton Hall. Tuesda y. No ve m-

Please Call:

742-0040
,
742-98'1.6

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
UNH uH~ENPEACE MEETING:
Tuesday , November 14, Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, 7-9 p.m .
to compile a mailing list and plan associated courses
of action .
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION: Meeting, Tuesday,
November 14, Hanover Room, Memorial Union, 7:30
p.m . Anyone interested in alternative energy and conservation. particularly on the UNH campus, is invited.
ALPHA ZETA: General meeting, Tuesday, November
14, Hamilton Smith 129, at 8 p.m .

ACADEMIC
SOPHOMORES INTERESTED IN BEING NOMINATED
for a Harry S. Truman Scholarship should contact
Roseanne Hetrick in Room 321, Horton Social Science
Center. The Truman Scholarship is open to students
who will be juniors next year, and who have a substantial interest in ·a public service career . The
scholarship pays tuition, room, board, fees, and book
costs.
ATTENTION HOME ECONOMICS MAJORS: Counseling for preregistration and advice about selective
courses will be available Tuesday, November 14-Friday,
November 17, in Pettee Hall lounge. Sponsored by
Home Economics-Phi U members.

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS

her 14 at 6::m p .m .
INTERVIEWING TECHINIQUES WORKSHOP : Learn
how to ask as well as to answer questions, to offer
ideas aimed specifically at the interviewer's company,
and to ddin<' your goals in your own mind so you can
express them intelligently to others. Career Planning
ancf Placement, 203 Huddleston Hall , Wednesday, November 15, at 6:30 p.m .

HOURS OPEN

UNH HORSEMEN'S CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday, November 15, Room 202, Kendall Hall , 7:30 p.m . There will
be a talk on the Junior Nationals. New members
welcome.
PRE-VET CLUB : Organizational meeting to discuss the
future of the club and our goals . Thursday, November
16, Hamilton-Smith, Room 129, at 7:30 p.m . Open t'.) all
pre-vet students and to students planning on applying
to Vet school .
JUGGLING CLUB : Meeting, Wednesday , November
15, Carroll -Belknap Room , Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m .
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER AND HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER PRESENTATION : "Everything
You 've Always Wanted to Know About Sex ...and Aren 't
Afraid to Ask ." Discussion with Reverend Frederick
Pennett and Anne Dubois. Wednesday, November 15,
Catholic Student Center, 7:30 p.m .
PRO-ABORTION PROGRAM : Representati ve from
the Concord Feminine Health Clinic will present
factual information concerning a bortion in the U.S.
Thursday. November 16. Academic Mini Dorm (upper
loungei. 7-8 p.m . Hefreshments will be served . Sponsored bv the Acade mic Mi ni Dorm .
~LII,~I(S H ~ >~ A.l'JD Ll<~CTU~E : "U nderwa ter Ta les of
the Central Pacific. " Dr . Robert Crocker . Zoology Depa rt ment. Thursclay . November 16, Babco<;k House
' mai n lounge 1. H::lo p.m . Refreshments will be ser ved .

The

Concord String

Q~artet

plays
the BEETHOVEN CYCLE in SIX CONCERTS
8:00 p.m.

at

Nov. 19, Dec.1, Jan. 25
Feb. 16, Mar. 3, Apr. 5
Durhom Community Church
$2 each concert, six concerts $10
TICKET OFFICE, Memorial Un ton . 862-2290
Mon . - Fr i. 10 :00 a.m.-4 :00 p.m.
Sponsored joint ly by the UNH Fund ,

-************·***

"NO MATTER WHAT YOU NE.ED
FROM HEAD TO FOOT
WE HAVE IT!"
For Guys:
"Levi" Turtlenecks reg. $15 NOW $10
Flannel shirts priced from $10
Sweaters--Assorted styles from $16
"Levi's for Feet" reg. to $35 now 50 percent off
"Levi's" Sherpa-lined denim jacket reg. $44 NOW $34.9

WE'RE RESTACKING OUR DEC
AND NEED YOUR HAND ...

For Gals:
KINGSBURY CLUSTER

Co~duroy Skir~s

$17
Turtlenecks & Cowls from $10
Dress pants reg. to $24 NOW $15
Denim Blazers 30 percent off

November 6-17, 1978

DURING THIS PERIOD YOU WILL HA VE
AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIMENT WITH
A VARIETY OF TERMINALS THAT WILL
BE ON DISPLAY FOR YOUR EVALUATION.

PLUS Hats, scarves, gloves, mittens from $4

~ODY

YOUR INPUT IS IMPORTANT TO US AT
COMPUTER SERVICES

& SOLE

42 Main St,reet
Duf':'ham. New HClJnDS~e

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .._._...._...._._...._..
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answers to the

ARUNDEL MEETING
ATTENTION: students interested in spring :
term in Arundel, 'England. There will be an im- :
portant meeting for those students who plan on :
spending

second

semester

in

Arundel

011

:

November 16, 1978 (Thursday) in Room 301, :
Murkland Hall from 4 to 6 p.m. ·
.:

MAGIC

ATERRIFYING LDVE STORY

Dial New York direct for
national scores and features!
Mon.-Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m.
Su n.-Fri. Sp.m .- 11 p.m .
Sun .-Fri. 11 p .m.-8 a . m .
All Day Sat.
Sun. 8 a. m .-5p. m .

!st
Min .

Add'l
Min .

46¢
29¢
18¢
18¢
18¢

32¢
21¢
13¢
13¢
13¢

JOSEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS
MAGIC
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LAUTER
·EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN,
BASED UPON HIS NOVEL
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E. LEVINE
AND RICHARD P. LEVINE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
PRINTS BY DE WXE' TECHNICOLOR· IR i:.:: ·
~
· · ...... _,_ I· l
.Je
{>

C1t ,. _ _ c...-y.f••

NOW PLAYING AT ATHEATER NEAR YOU
CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS

1·212·999·1313
1

@New England Telephone

~~~~~~- ~~~~~

tt L11f1
f
_f

t
t

·------·

L111 Lllh t
t

At the BOOKSTO RE
1979 GIFT CALENDA RS
An appealing selection of
,
attractive caleridar thetnes
to choose frotn for

t CHRISTMAS GIVING.

t
f
t

~

f

t
t

f Americana-Regional-Europa
f.Animals-Flowers-Little Folks t
t Sports or Appointment Books f
f
f

in a_price range from
·f
$12. 95 down to $1. 95

t

t

t

A Dover tradition
of fine.dining

Hearty Sandwiches
Quality Steaks, Seafockl A Prime Rib
CASUAL DRESS
NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
_Lunch aad Diaaer SerYed Daily1
Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

749·4S8S

t

UNH BOOKST ORE
Hewitt Hall
862-2141

t~~~~~~~~~~

A un iv e rsity ·owned non-prof itfacilitylocated on qampus to se rve you .

·t
'
'

..J

0

,

5'1t 'ilflllO!J:S

-----·
/ ~
!Jiela:tearoining
[unchem 12·2 Tues·Frt
.

'Dinner 6·9
_.

rues·Tlluts

6·10 Fri·Sal

Master Charge American Expren

Visa

16 T hird Street. Dover, N.H.
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FRANKLIN
THEATRE

Congratu lations!

SAT
proposal

Tues

Nov. 14
H::m &

Now what?
You can work 9 to S for the man. or you can work fulltime for mankirid .
The PEACE CORPS and· VISTA offer you a real alternative that could be the most
·
rewarding experience of your life.
In the PEACE CORPS you can go where your skills and training are needed . You
people.
new
a
by
adopted
be
and
language,
can live in a new land, speak a new
VISTA offers you the opportunity to help people right here in this country,
whether it's in the troubled ghetto, the mountains of Appalachia. or in your own
community.
If you want to do something really important, consider the PEACE CORPS or
Vl3TA .. . u.; ......u:.c you CAN .......... dll lilt: Oillcl!:fl(.;e tn 1ne WOllO .

To find out more about the opportunities awaiting you in the PEACE CORPS
orVtSTA,writeto: ACTION, room 1607 .

26 Federal Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10007
or call: (212) 264-7123
We'll show you how to use that diploma.

8::~5

SATTAX
continued from page 3

From the Creators of "Silver Streak"
CHEVY CHASE
GOLDIE HAWN
'

in

"FOUL PLAY"
Nov. 15, Hi

Wed, Thurs

fi::m & 8::m

Is this any way to begin a love affair?
FARRAH-F AWCETT MAJORS
JEFF BRIDGES
in

"Somebody Killed Her Husband"

Auto

Dover Auto
Supply

Main St. Durham
868-2791

----

coming ...
PETER FRAMPTON
in
.. SGT. PEPPEH'S
LONELY llEJ\HTS l'LlJB BJ\NI> ..

ilet the Buc k Ii
Stop Her e !I

.Permanen t Anti-Freeze
$ 3. 99/Gallon
Master Charge

Visa

Ha.v eyou
heard about the
.. Buck Special"
·at
Burger King

?

Personal Checks

DEPARTM ENTofilie ARTS
ANNOUNCES

PRE-REGISTRATION
for

SPRING SEMES TER

TUES. NOV. 14
ART MAJORS: 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Room A 201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office)
You must bring your signed
preregistration form.
NON ART MAJORS: 7:00-9:00 p.m .
Granite State Room, MUB ·
Students can only register.for
one person.
NOTE: It is not necessary to sign up for Art History
courses with the Art Department. ·
Please direct any question to the Art I )Rpartmerit
A201, PC!\C . Te . 86/ / 1<)fJ

terest of the students," Sanborn
said.
Sanborn said he expect& the
final outcome of the proposal to
be similar to the present system,
with the Student Government
having major control over
allocation of SAT funds.
"I am not looking for the control of the administration, I just
hope that we can be an influential
figure,'' Sanborn said.
"I will do my best to influence
the caucus without mst1tutmg a
veto power.'' he said.
The proposal, which deals also
with the use of the University's
registration,
and
name,
discipline, conduct and advising
of student organizations, will go
through a hearing procedure until Feb. 15, 1979.
Jeff Onore, assistant director
of student activities, will be in
charge of these open hearings.
~ccording to Onore, anyone
can be heard by the Student
Organizations Committee at a
pre-arranged hearing.
The bi-weekly hearings will be
composed of about four students,
faculty or staff members, Onore
SATTAX, page 18

Next week:
A Double Cheeseburg er &
a coke f.o r $1.00

This Week:
A ham and cheese
sandwich
The Yurnbo
for $1.00

..I

------------- ..

I
I
I
The YUMBO for $1.00
I
I
I
Please present this coupon
1
I
1
before ordering . Limit one
coupon per customer Void
I
I where proh1b1ted by law
I This offer expires
I
ComJ o nly
I
I
_~
N.11
,
!§nurham
I
1
~ A Ham and Cheese Sandwich

BU GER
1

Nov.18, 1978

Kl NG

.. _____________ ..
<1t

.

I
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Student legislato rs
do well in elections
STUDENT LEGISLATORS
continued from page 3

(Boscawen) and Tom Pappas
<Nashua) also won seats in the
House, with former UNH student

body president Dave Farnham
elected to reoresent Dover.
Students
Stephen
Dunfey
(Hampton) and Bradley Haynes
(Colebrook), retained the)r seats.
Dan Britton of Exeter lost his bid
to enter the legislature.

I

J.

PAGE NINE.

ENTERTA INMENT
Blues - Folk - Jazz

TUES. thru SAT.

Street

HEARTY SANDWICHES
STEAMERS

and
THE BEST CHILI AROUND

PLUS

UJ

0

RIVER TRAFFIC ! !

z

~

Nov. 14-18:
Skinny Kid.

g

--------------------------

1

~
~

Madigan

~

UJ

S2

WED - Ladies' Night

II

I
I
I Bring in this coupon and your best color picture of 1978 before
December 6, 1978, and we'll have KODAK make PhotoI · Greeting
from that picture.
1 ChooseCards
from KODAK Slim-Line or Trim-Line Card styles .
I Select
Christmas. Navidad. or Chanukah designs. AU we need
is your color print from any instant or conventional camera,
color slide , or KODACOLOR Negative.
II Good until December 6, 1978.
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(What is ... 100 percent organic,
conditions your hair while it adds lots
of shine and brilliance?

SBP

"TOUCH
OF
CLASS"

Henna !' Henna !

candidates

HAIRCUTTING & HAIRSTYL YING
FOR MEN, WOMEN, & CHILDREN < ,

You '11 find it at

REGULATION HAIRCUTS
$5.00

spend $575

c

with Style & Shampoo Cuts
Available

SBP ·
continued from page 3

MON. THROUGH SAT. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

,·555 CENTRAL AVE.
20 Main St.

\m:ham

Hou.r s
_7051 Mon-Sat, 9-5:30
868
Thurs. Eve til8

Phone:

.

DOVER N H <

NEAR E.J.'S VARIETY STORE'

,

(Foru1er1y

<

uppercut II)

I•

,.
,

•

<

742-4488
Walk-In Service

J

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
1

LET US HE LP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

113oFUSA

.SATURDAY

. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
.LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
SUNDAY

No cover or dress code

CURRENT . MOVIES
Mgw>~ OLDIES PRIZES
TWIST
BUT
CONTESTS . GOODIES
TUESDAY
COLLEGE
75¢DRINKS
50¢ DOMESTIC BEER NITE
WEDNESDAY ARKETTE
25¢DRINKS
'"it.h card
. NITE
9:30J?m · 1=30am

CLASSES BEGIN NOV 27

~~©[K<~[fJ

CPA
REVIEW_._.,......_ _

IATTENTION:
r.._..._..~--

-~

__

....,

'~~

FRITZ THE CAT
I

1

'9
l'I

I
I

Regularly scheduled for
Nov. 23 will be shown on
Tuesday Nov. 21

I

'I

Director: Ralph Bakshi
Color, X-Rated, 78 min.

lOpm· larn
NO COVER BEFORE 8

t
I

It's a long-hair, poetry-lov-1
ing, white haired, college
dropout cat · & his action
1paced misadventures. With
sexy situ~tions, salty language,' & a realistic Manhattan
backdrop, Fritz The Cat
proves that animation has

I
I
I

DISCO

- Dance
to the music

617-536-1440

Canton

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

617-536-1440

BOSTON

4,000 flyers and -27 posters with
the money from their expense
budget. "We wanted to sell ourselves, " said Donnelly. "We
don't believe in mudslinging.''
Donnelly said he and Coates
are the most ··openminded" candidates and adds, "We're not
members of any student government cliques and I think we present the biggest challenge to the
adminstration. If \ve get elected, "
he said, " that means the stu- .
dents want change ; if we don't,
tnat mean~ they 're satisfied with
the way things are."
Randy Walker and running
mate Patty Hansen printed up
more campaign literature than
the other candidates . They spent
their money on 30 posters and
8,000 flyers, 3,000 of them aimed
specifically at commuter students.
Their door-to-door strategies
included distributing the flyers to
the students in dorms and if no
one answered their knocks on the
doors , they left notes on memo
boards. Walker also visited
several off campus students because his campaign stresses
helping the commuter.
" I wanted to stress that I am a
commuter and I can relate to
their problems," said Walker.
"Ninety-one percent of students
move off campus during their
four years here," he explains . - "They should be the students
with the highest priorities but
they've really been neglected in
the past."
Walker said that his "team" is
the most qualified because he and
..-Hansen have worked in student
government and they are a co-ed,
commuter/resident ticket. "We
can respond to a variety of
issues," he said.

DISCO

DISCO

11i4it- ~ #4 CLUB
166 e4«4l s~
?ttnt4 statuut
,

·

-

.tr.u~y. .matu.r-ed•.-.. ·-..~. . -... ... -5 ·.-.- .....". - · · •
....,..__,,,.....,..._..._..._. .._,,._..._...-.
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Caucus
hears
Sat. Nov. 18 10-6 p .m.

Sanborn's
plans

Christian Life Center Madbury Rd.
Js..-.

Sponsored by: Durham Art Association

911'y

CAUCUS

continued from page 1

·allocations,'' he said.
Sanborn said the purpose of the
draft was to look at the Rights
and Rules section as a whole and
get a broad response from the
community at large.

..a

~e\~

Weaving

~o

The food is very good, irriaginative,

Beckingham
felt
Sanborn
should have specified the purpose
in the proposal. " The main power
of the Caucus is to delegate the
SAT tax. I am worried about the
future when Student Activities
might take over a Caucus function,'' he said.

and well-prepared by a cook with
an artistic eye. In N.H., the best
place to eat, drink, and be merry."

Doug Cox Caucus representative, said the proposal violated
laws of the Board of Trustees.
" The Board said the Student
Caucus is responsible for the SAT.
tax," he said. ·

The Real Paper, June 1978

Sanborn said three or more
years ago the University Senate
had the Students 0rganization
Committee evaluate all extracurricular activities. The SOC
passed guidelines to increase the
discipline of student organizations.

Sustenance, Merriment and Cheer at

" After the guidlines passed the
Senate was dissolved. I assumed
the guidelines were reviewed the
the spring of 1977. This did not
happen. I put together the
proposal last year and dated it
Jan. 1978, ,,. Sanborn said.

On The Uppe_r Square, Dover • 7 49-0483
& In The Center of North Conway Village • 356-2687

The Long Run

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.

ATTENTION

Everything for the casual to the
competitive runner

INTRODUCES

11.\\'l~l~SOl~l~lt
with

Sport Shoe Resoling
Tennis Shoes $13.50
Running Shoes $12.50
Pickup & Delivery Available at:
UNH Field House
. ~quipment Room
From 4 :00-4: 30
See Jack French for
further details

English 521-The Na1ure Writers
English 619-Critical Approaches to
Litera1ure
Biology 409-Human Reproductive Biology

1~ North Main Street

REGULAR GRADES WILL BE ASSIGNED!!!!

Concord, New Hampshire
.

. ..

.The following courses
were listed INCORRECTLY as CREDIT/FAIL
in the Time and Room
Schedule for Sem. II.

... ... . . . , .. , ....... . .

.•

..... ..
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edito rial-- ---A question of style
l(s a tough choice in this year's student body
presidential election. The ideal candidate, as ever,
simply does not exist.
But it's an important choice, too. The new SUP
wili"be responsible for initiating a new system of
student governance. It's vital that we elect a
respor:isible and innovative leader.
This election's got a new twist, too, for along _

The Jim Donnelly-Bob Coates team, on the
other hand, presents us with more limited student_
government experience. Donnelly spent l.a st year
in Paris and Coates has been a student senator all
of one month.
If it's new--and perhaps radical--ideas you' re
looking for, Donnelly's . your mal). But his
rashness, and the tenderness of his running mate,
Jot of noi~c: and no aLliUH.

wilh the SBP Cdn<li<ldtes we've got a slate of vtce-

may make for

presidential running mates to consider.
Of the three contending teams, Doug Cox and
Cheryl Brown have-the best credentials. Yet, while
their long terms in various stu~ent government
capacities give them that necessary familiarity
with the system, a vote for that team could easily
be a vote for the status quo.

Randy Walker and Patty Hansen lie between
the two. Walker is brash--maybe too brash--and
ambitious. Hansen seems to have few original
ideas. They're less familiar with the system than
Cox and Brown, less innovative than Donnelly
and Coates.

An

e~rly

Q

All the candidates have given us that often-

heard line about increasing student involvement
and bringing student government to the students.
Their ideas are fine. Whether they can deliver
remains to be seen.
All the candidates honestly want to increase
student involvement, help out commute!" and
transfer students, and strengthen the ·student's
voice on campus. They disagree on few key issues.
The difference liec in their otylco. Cox i~ dogged~

procedural, a hard worker but a slow one. Donnelly is innovative, angry, but perhaps unable to
effectively work with University administrators.
Walker, though concerned, seems to have no well
-<
thought-out stands.
Any of these candidates could blossom as SBP-or just as easily wilt. The question-:-one that only
you can answer with your vote--is one of ~tyle.

Christma s

Christmas came early in New Hampshire this
year.
It came on Nov. 7, Election Day, with the
part of Santa Claus played by a 54-year-old Littleton car dealer.
And on Wednesday morning, there was our
gift: an end to Meldrim Thomson's regime.
It's been a tough six years under Gov. Thomson. We've listened to his reactionary rantirigs,
suffered through his ignorance of reality, and put
\IP with_his public foolishness time and again.

But that's behind us now.
New Hampshfre came to its senses last Tuesday
and booted the Governor back to Orf~rd. With a
little luck, he'H stay ther~.
Now we've got a new Governor--a man name9
Hugh Gallen. He's no genius. He hasn' t got all the
answers to the state's problems. And it'll take him
a good while just to clean up the mess Mel has left
behind.
More than anything, Gallen's election marks a
new beginning for the state, a new era of conce[n

and cooperation. We're sure to disagree with some
of Gallen' s actions and support some others. But,
for the first time in six years, we'll know those actions will be based in reason.
Gallen and the people of New Hampshire face a
big job reconstructing what Thomson has torn
apart: a proud, positive feeling about the state.
That reconstruction will start when Gallen takes
office in January. For now, we can only sit back
and smile.
Merry Elec_tion Dc;ty. Ho ho ho.

Letters---- ------------ -------SCOPE
To the Editor:
At this tinfe I would like to apologize
to some and thank others for bringing
the three best acts that Durham has
seen in years. SCOPJ<~ has been criticized by some and hailed by others regarding the planning and procedures
which .go into our concerts . But overlooking our mistakes, when will there
be a better semester than "Little
F'eat," "Patti Smith," Bruce Springsteen and Livin~ston Taylor? cPro-

with the highest number of poinst after .
the month-long contest will win cash
prizes for their treasuries.
This contest is open to all resident
students in hopes of generating in- To the Editor:
We will appreciate publication of
terest in recycling on campus.
Last year regular recycling collec- this letter to explain that failure of the
tion was stopped in the dorms; this automatic security system on Floor C
contest serves as a fun and profitable of the library necessitates a manual
To the Editor:
check of patrons' belongings, Some
Students for Rec;ycling is sponsoring alternative for dorm residents.
This contest is the prelude to bigger people have not been cooperating. We
a "Cash for Trash" contest during the
cont~sts next semester; however, it regret the inconvience but it is impernext month.
ative lo safeguard library materials .
On Saturday, Nov. 18 and Dec. 2 and can only successful with your support. 1pers,ons
.c onducting the· security_·ily
-So save your bottles and newspaper
9 from 10:30 a .m . until noon, trucks
are stuaen·t assfsfanfs and wlll
will be located in The Quad Oval to and bring them to The Quad Oval on check
gr~atly appreciate everyone's coopercollect newspaper and glass from Saturday morning. Your dorm may be allon.
campus residents . For each grocery . a winner.
Use of the library is a privilege subStudents for Recycling
bag of recyclables brought to the
Ject lo the rules and regulutions of the
trucks, a point will be awarded to the
library. We would be relm:tant lo take
respective dorm . The three dorms
disciplinary action against those patrons continuing to be uncooperative or
to close the ravine entrance/ exit, but
will do so if necessary.
Donald .K Vincent
Gary Langer
Editor-in-Chief
University Librarian
Dana Jennings
Managing Editor

.
bably next semester. >
The only reason we can bring such
top acts lo the University of New
Hampshire is because the artist is assured. that the concert will be conducted in a professional way, which sometimes rec1uires SCOPE to put the interest of others second. These concerts
could not nappen 11 1t' were not for the
uemca11on <111u nard work of the people directly involved.
I would like lo thank the stage crew.
Chuck, Lee, Sue, Laurel . and Linn,
WUNH, Th<' Nc>w Hampshire> and all
others involved with the shows we
have promoted this year for all your
help and understanding.
See you at the Beatles conc<•rt in
March.
Scope President

Library

Trash

Concert

the
new
hampshir e
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To the Editor :
I'd like lo congratulate SCOPE for
the excellent Bruce Springsteen concert on Sunday _night. Nov . 5. My ob- To the Editor :
servation was the concert was exElections for student body president
tremely successful in terms of the and executive vice president <tre being
quality of the act, the way SCOPE held today and tomorrow. You can
handled the performancej and the vote in the. three dining halls. the
audience was inost courteous and en- MU~ . the libra~y , WSBE, a.id Kingsthusiastic .
bury Hall . Remember to bring your
This type.• of quality ('nn<:~rt I believe UNH l.D. lo vote.
.
brings credit to the sponsoring organIf you want to have a voke in runization and the campus community as a ning the student affairs of tt:is univerwhole.
sity; if you believe that changes are
Thank you .·
needed, cast your ballot. T9 have a
.
.J . <; n•gg San horn - strong St udcnt Government. we need a
l>in•dor strong student voter turnout. Thank
Stud<•nt Aetivilics you.
MPrnorial Union Building
Alice Moore
Election Coordinator

Vote

about letters··

.a

The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to th~ editor·
prints them as space allows, but cannot guaiantee the inch.iSion'·of any:
'
letter.
,All letters must be typed, double spaced and a. m~mum of 500 wor.ds if'll
order to be printed. All letters are subje: t to mi~ editing, Final ~s~·
··
on letters are the editor's.
Main letters to: .The Editor, The New Harnp.~filr<>. Room 151, M~orlal
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. ~4.
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Randy Walker
To the Editor :
Commuters (off-campus students
and Greeks> are probably the most
neglected constituency in the University community. Many have said that
the reason they've moved off campus
or decided to commute was that they
wanted to get away from it all, to have
some privacy, eat some decent r:n~als.
and this is true : these are defm1tely
cherished characteristics of a commuter life. But that doesn't mean
he/she doesn't want to retain a tie with
UNH social life, or the activities on
,
campus.
Randy Walker and Patty Hansen
want to eliminate the isolation of the
commuter student : they'd like to integrate commuters into the mainstream of university life, giving them
thP hP-.t of hoth worlcis or lifp-.tylP-.

Walker and Patti Hansen, can achieve
a level of fodependence and equality
that was once considered so important.
Richard Morrissette
To the Editor:
Being an Area 1 Senator in Student
Caucus, I have had the chance to o~
serve all three student body presidential candidates in action, both
· during our Caucus meetings and outside of these meetings. I haye a~so
been exposed to other senator s opmions of these candidates, some who
know them all very well.
From my observations and others'
opinions, I have noticed that one candidate seems to be more of a leader

We'd like to establish a long needed
commuter center, that would cater to
students needs. Approximately 91 percent of all students at one time or
another during their four ·years at
UNH move off campus. It's appalling
to think that .little is done for these
people. Sure w~ave an Off-CarRf>US
Housing Office, and sure we have a
survival handbook. Yes, we do have
adequate parking, a Kari Van, and a
Greek Council--but realistically, is this
enough?
Commuters must be given a little
more help. They make a lot of
sacrifices by commuting. Randy
Walker has been a commuter student
for three years ; a commuter senator
for two years ; a member of the Commuter Council. Off Campus Advisory
Board ; and a member of the Parking
and Traffic Committee. He can identify with and relate to the problems
and concerns of a commuter. He sees
problems, and he sees solutions !su~h
as a Commuter Center, · big
~etween
program
brother/sister
residents and commuters, creating a
Greek Vice President for Student
Government, establishing a transfer
Mini Dorm, ... >.
Commuter neglect has been rampant for too long, and Randy Walk~r
and Patty Hansen place it high on their
list of priorities, There are many other
issues--norie of which can be cast .
aside ; but when 9 out of 10 students
move off campus,- it's about time
snmPtmP. made a concrete commitment towards them . So elect someone
wno can sympathize w1tn .commuter
problems.
Vote: Randy Walker, Commuter
President.
Randy Walker
cancHdate for Student Body President
Patty Hansen
·
candidate for Executive Vice President

than the other.:>, o.nd that candidate

is Randy Walker. I feel that one of the
most important qualities a. student
body president must posse~s 1s leadership. A student body president needs
the ability to initiate ideas and t.he
determination to follow through with
those ideas. Of the three candidates, I
feel that Randy Walker would have the
most force to carry through with his
ideas.
The issues and political promises
are plastered across campus on all the
candidates' camp;:iigi;i oosters, but the
real test of an etf ective student body
president is how wel~ he can initiate
and implement those ideas. I strongly
feel that Randv Walker would meet
this test. I would urge anyone who
shares my belief that we need a strong
leader as student body president to
vote for Randy Walker on Nov. 14
and 15.
Jennifer Hall
Area 1 Senator

............ ' .....

To the Editor:
Stagnation is not what Randy
Walker and Patty Hansen are all
about. They're an experienced, fo.rceful, energetic team who have a umque
attitude towards work for the betterment of the student community. They
won't stand by the wayside as other
leaders have in the past and let the
administration strip students of their
power. They'll be ·a - vocal voice
representing students. and they'll
work for you.
They have a resilient attitude that
help them do what you ~ant done. It's
gathering a th?usand s1gi:iatures on ,a
petition for uniform parking fees . .It s
dedication to work as much as eight
hours a day for three consecutive days
on a proposal that would represent
students better than the Task Force
Proposal. It's pushi~g for . .an
examination of cheatmg pohc1es
among the different colleges. It's concern enough to be 2 out of 10 academic
To the Editor:
On Tuesday and Wednesday of this senators. It's the constant thrust on
week students will once again have behalf of students through memberthe opportunity to choose who will be ship on the Commuter Council,
the next student body president and , Student Welfare Committee, DRAC,
<for the first time> executive vice- Parking and Traffic Committe~,
president. Knowing all too well that Judiciary Committee, Academic
many swuems across campus nave no Awareness Committee, and more.
Between the president candidate
knowledge, or even a basic understanding that student government and his executive vice president lie the
exists, I strongly urge thos~ of you who advantages of a coed team, nearly five
are going to vote to consider Randy semesters of government involvement,
Walker and Patricia Hansen for stu- first hand experience in both comdent body president and executive vice . muter and residential life, and most
importantly, the new energy.
.
president.
The goal of these two candidates is
Since I was a freshman back m the
fall of 1974, I have seen a steady de- primarily two fold . First, increase
cline in the importance students have student decision making power at
placed in Student Government. At one UNH, and secondly, enhance the
time not too long ago, students be- visibility of Student Government. In
lieved that as students they had as the past it has been isolated and we'd
much right in deciding what policies like to open the avenues of comare to be taken as the faculty and the munication, and have a free exchange
.
administration have today. Not too of ideas.
We've got a chance--a good one--to
long ago students had an equal. voice
in determining polici~s along .with ~he help ourselves through Randy Walker
faculty and the administration <1.e. and Patty Hansen. This chance
equal number of students and faculty warrants the best we can give it. A
vote for them is a vote for you".
in the Academic Senate>.
Today Student Government is in
Mike Lawless, Stoke Hali Pres.
a desper'a te state of affairs, not knowJoe Porreca, Stoke VP
ing exactly where it is .or exactl~
Paul Grillo, Randall Hall Pres.
where it's going. Caught m a ~rans1Jody Morgan, Jessie D~ Hall Pres.
tional period <under the admmstraKathleen Kirby, Jessie Doe VP
tion 's guise of reform> Student ~ov
D~vid Choate, Alexander Hall Pres.
ernment, if it is going to surv.1~e,
John P. Hogan, AJexander VP
will need a leader who has..the ability
Brian Zappala, Epglehardt Pres.
to standout above the rest, undertake Chole Barrett McLaughlin Hall Pres.
goals and lead people to assure that
AR~e Burt, McLaughlin VP
those goals will be achieved.
Deborah Croto, Smith Hall Pres.
I have known all three candidates at
Meg Trumbull, Smith VP
one time or another and have served
Margo Clark, Congreve Hall VP
with all three in Student Government.
Dave Belknap, Hetzel Hall VP
All three are good candidates. All
Johanne Roy, Hitchcock Hall ~res .
three have the experience to underKaren Bolton, Area I educational
stand what has to be done if Student
programming chairman
Government is to survive. But, I
Sherill Davis, Area I Senator
believe that Randy Walker posseses
Will Tucker, Commuter Senator
the best ability to become a strong,
Karen Myzska, Area II Senator ;
dynamic and independent leader
Devine Hall VP
which this campus needs so badly. A
George Lyngarkos, Phi Mu Delta Pres.
year ago students decided on a differBradley J . Krug, Phi Mu Delta VP
ent course. The results of that are
Greg Ellis, Phi Mu Delta VP
clear today . Now, more than ever,
Robert McLean, Phi Mu Delta VP
· students, with the leadership of Randy

Jim Donn:e lly
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Doug

and knowledgable person who can
To the Editor:
This is but a brief plea to urge stu- communicate effectively with the students to get out and vote in the Student dents, the administration, faculty and
.
Body President Elections Nov . 14 and the Board of Trustees.
Tue Task Force, which ~as created m 1
15, and to vote for Jim Donnelly.
I worked with Jim in 1977-78 in May, 1977, when the Unicameral .SenStudent Government and have recen- ate was dissolved, has come up with a
tly spenf numerous hours with him dis- controversial new government struc- To the Editor:
in the campaign -for student body
cussing his motivations and plans re- ture.
The new SBP will be responsible for president, the candidates .are .usually
garding the student Body Presidency.
In the past I found Jim to be hard- the implementation of a governing expressing the same basic view~ ~n
working, innovative, a great speaker, system that."Will be in the best interest the issues. The differences remam m
and one of the most dependable of the students in this, ~nd subsequent the candidates' abilities to carry
through Jheir proposals. Our ex.per·
"'years.
student senators.
The solution is not an easy one, as ience in student government has given
Today Jim still possesses that
reliability, but he has also developed can be seen by the long hours of con- us the opoortunitv to observe each of
into a strong-voiced leader who really centrated effort put in by past and the candidate's effectiveness.
Each of the candidate teams has
does care about students - their rights present Student Caucus members.
A SBP who has a true understand- strong points that would helo make it
and opinions.
I'm sure that there are many of you ing of the system as well as ·an intui- effective as the student leader~. but ~t
what the students and the polls we can choose only one. We
still on campus who remember my tive ·sense of ~nd
m>Pn in yo11r "Stu- think that Doug Cox and Choryl Drown
faculty ur~nt
uq~iul')"' <v1 11aggi11~ l tu ~t uut aud
dent Goverment" will help in solving are the best choice.
express your opinion - to vote.
Doug and Cheryl have demonstrated
Once again, there is a lot of impending problems.
The SBP must also deal with the ere- to us a large capacity and willingne?s
newspaper coverage, debates, etc., so
simply keep your eyes and ears open ation of a new effective com1J1_!!ter to solicit opinions and involve others m
and please, please cast a vote Nov. 14 center. The long diligent work of the working on problems. They ~ave h?th
and 15 for Jim Donnelly for Student VP of Commuter Affairs. on the been readily available for d1scuss10~
Commuter Center has brought the and have made efforts to commun1Body President!
Jennifer Ford idea very close to completion. How- cate with us and other students, before
1977 Executive Vp Student Government ever it will take a SBP who is firmly the campaign as well as now. From
committed to the idea to make it a re- their past actions we feel that they are
the most likely to actually, as all the
ality.
· This year, as always, "the Greek candidates have promised, "bring stuTo the Editor:
We the brothers of Pike would like to System has spe:::ial needs deserving or, dent government back down to the
endorse Jim Donnelly and Bob Coates special attention. In the past the Greek students." We agree with all the canSystem has not been utilized as effi- didates that the strongest student govfor the Student Body Presidency.
All the candidates are informed, ciently as it could have been. The sys- ernment is the one with visible student
hardworking, and dedicated. But what tern is an organization which this cam- body support.
We also think that Doug and Cheryl
pus could be very proud of.
distinguishes Jim and Bob from "all
The new SBP must realize who and have .the best combination of experthe candidates" is the fact that they
will sincerely work to make life better where his assets are to engage in a ience for the jobs of stu~ent body
president and executive VlC~ pres1for the students at UNH. This is not a workable governing process.
The residential system and the dent. They have both served m dorm ·
popularity contest ; Jim and Bob may
not say what each individual wants to Dining and Residential Advisor~ government, in Student Caucus, and
of ~tudent
hear: they say what the gener~l Council need and must have stron~ d1- on the Executive Board candidates,
student body desires a~ change, .and m, rection. More importantly that d_1rec- 1 Government. Of all the
this they will ·be representative of _tjon.can come this year. DR.AC will be they· will best know what students
students. Jim and Bob are not mem-, discussing with Mr. Bianco what rul~s want, and how to do it.
Tom Myatt
bers of a student government and responsibilities the students will
Commuter Senator
be solely in charge-of.
"clique'', but they are open-minded,
All of the needs and reasons presentapproachable, and willing to co~
Jeanne Waxman
promise when circumstances·deem 1t ed above have convinced me that Jim
Donnelly and Bob Coates have abilArea I Senator
necessary.
So if you don't have any gripes with ities far exceeding the qualifications
needed to be an effective and powerful
Ken Davis
UNH; if you like all your professors,
at UNH.
Commuter Senator
your overcrowded c.las~es, your c?ld team useful to students
Wayne J-...Fer:guson
breakfasts;- never fmdmg a parking ·Past Caucus Chairperson
Jay Beckingham
space, your inflated tuition, and )'.our
chair person of the
V.P . of Commuter Affairs
too-hot too-cold but never-quite-right
Task I<"'orce on Student Governance
rooms,' then ~rhaps you shouldn't
David J . Liyef1:nore
vote Donnelly-Coates on Nov. 14 and
Chairman ofDRAC
15. But we disagree. UNH needs
To the Editor:
V .P. of Residential Life
change. We need Jim Donnelly and
The problem of student government
Bob Coates to provide this change.
Richard W. Maus has been poor responsiveness and
Jim Glasser
President of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity communication between students and
Commuter Student
and the Brothers of Pike faculty/administrators, resulting in
lack of participation and insufficient
implementation of student needs.
·····~···········
To the Edi tor:
Due to this seemingly unending situHey students! We need a leader, ation, the role and structure of student To the Editor:
someone who will listen to us and then government at this University is unAfter being members of the UNH
act on how we feel. Jim Donnelly will going review. Our student body
student body for the past three years,
do that.
president is the sole surviving element we have seen a lot of changes in _StuAnd this is what makes him stand of representative student govern- dent Government leadership. There
out; this is what makes him different ment at this point. The President's pri- have been many campaign issues in
from the other candidates running for mary function is to be the bridge be- the past, and t~e main goal has alw.ays
student body president. Jim Donnelly tween us and the University system--to been to estabhsh better communicahas the energy and the conviction to create unity among the diversity of tion between the students and their
make the difference. He doesn't have student body.
Student Government.
to say he' ll change things, he will .
Though the isssues and aims are
This year is no different and we feel
Jim is unwilling to operate on a common in this elecion, we have cho- that as student body president, Doug
status quo basis, something student sen to support Jim Donnelly for the Cox and as executive vice president,
government has been doing for some position of student body President for
Cheryl Brown would be most capabl~
time now. He's asking why things are his unique abiltiy to produce concrete of opening the channels of co~mum
the way they are, and he's at our doors results from these issues. Jim is pro- cation between students and the1r rephounding us for our opinions and active, efficient, tactful, and above all, resentatives. As an Area JI senator,
reactions. to what's happening to stu- approachable by students and faculty . Cheryl frequently attended area house
dents at this university. He's doing Whatever the final structure of student council meetings and did an outstan~
that now and he'll be doing it in six government may be, these leadership mg job of representing the area's resimonths.
qualities are essential for the imple- dents.
Jim will challenge his peers to work mentation of student interests.
We feel she would do an outstanding
for students, not for student governStudent Senators job as executive vice president, ·so on
DebBaker Nov. 14 and 15 we intend to vote for
ment. He'll demand reactions from
smaents, gooa or oaa, ana tnen reauy
Molly Toll Doug Cox and Cheryl Brown.
do something about it.
Brian Greenwood
left
been
we've
that
He recognizes
Danielle Caron
out in the cold for too long-by the
Gibbs Hall
by
yes,
and
faculty, the administration
,
student
in
students
"informed"
those
To the Editor :
Ivy Boggis
government. He's the only one who
An Open Letter to the Students at the
Carmelle Caron
position
the
change
to
strength
the
has
University of New Hampshire.
Commuter students·
of students in the U.N.H. community.
The office of student body president
Like others, he has solutions, but unrequires the individual to have the folMary Jane Esielionis
like them, · he has the qualities to
lowing qualities:
Denise Tessier
make the solutions happen.
1. An open ear to all opinions regardMary Swist
Jim is outspoken and not afraid to
ing issues that affect us all.
Hubbard Hall
step on toes. No one can say he's
2. An insight and understanding of '--------------~
going to be easy. We need a ~y
the long term ramifications of his deportance and needs <not wants >of the
namic individual; we need Jim
cisions.
Donnelly as our student leader. We
"3. A rapport with members of the University system.
8. A belief that the quality of educa- .
believe in him.
faculty and administration.
Kathleen Walsh
4. A backbone that will enable him tion we receive is his first priority.
Jim Donnelly has these qualificaStudent
to stand up for what is in the best
P.J . Waldman
interest of the student body, and not to tions. Let him put them to work f~r the
V.P . for Budget and Administration
break under pressure from admini- student body. Vote Jim Donnelly Bob
Coates on Nov. 14-15.
Roz Barber
strative wishes.
Beth Fischer
V.P . for Student Services
5. The abillty to realize that it is the
VP Student Services 1977
students who elected him, and it is to
Coordinator
the students that he is accountable.
To the Edi tor :
Students for the University 1977
forewith
function
to
ability
An
6.
This year more than any other ~ear,
sight rather than as a reactionary .
the position of student body pres 1de~t
James M. O'Neill
7. The ability to meet and impress
is a very important one at the UniStudent Body President 1977
of
Board
the
of
members
the
upon
versity . The position demands a strong
Caucus Chairperson 1976-1977
Trustees and State Legislature the im-
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arts&

entertain ment
"The Runner Stumbles":
TBS production takes off
By Lauren Dill
"The Runner Stumbles," by
Milan Stitt is the latest production at the Theatre-by-the-Sea in
Portsmouth. Directed by Tom
Bloom, this intricate drama .is a
love-story-turned-murder-mystery,
a tale of forbidden love between a
Catholic priest and a nun. Tom
Bloom directs the courtroom
drama based on an actual murder case in Michigan, and his
translation is a white-hot mammoth.
Tom Celli and Ginny Russell,
TBS regulars, play the main roles
of Father Rivard and Sister Rita.
· . om c 1 as Father Rivard and Ginny Russell as Sister Rita
Celli as Rivard has undergone a
m the Theatre by the Sea production of "The Runner Stumbles."
total transformation from his
roles which normally embrace
the grinning gambler with a bentshouldered, kick-me attitude.
Under Bloom, Celli 's latest portrayal reflects a dramatic
alteration. Rivard is vague and
1. Who invented the Twist?
reflective as he lifts his drooping
head from the agonies of his con2. What is Tony Curtis's real name?
... demnation. Celli creates a con3. What was the name of the dog on Johnny Quest?
vincing intellectual priest who
4. What was the name of the spaceship on Lost in Space?
must cruelly rein in his emotions.
5. While we're on the subje·c t of Lost in Space, what was
"The Runner Stumbles" is a
vision of the conflict between the
the Robinson Family's original destination?
intellect and the emotions. Sister
6. Wh9 played Al Monday's father on It Takes a Thief?
Rita is as vibrant and passionate
7. On what movie did singer Al Stewart say "The Year of
as Rivard is cold and distant.
the Cat" was loosely based?
Ginny Russell is at her
8. Who directed Farenheit 451, the movie made from Ray
energetic best. She focuses on
Sister Rita's joyful heart and her
Bradbury's book of the same name?
face blazes like a thousand lan9. For that matter, what is the significance of farenheit
terns on the dark stage. Russell is
451?
10. To what was Yosemite Sam speaking when _he said, ~ totally alive; she thrusts her
• beaming face forward into the air
~ "Whoa, Mule?"
as if being born every minute.
puw:J v ·or
Sister Rita says, "I am a person
·5u.mq .A<Jdmt l[J!lfffi: JV <JA1ZJV.Aodi.ua1 0111 S,J/ -6 -1nvjj1u 1 SJO:J
who is a nun, not a nun who happens to be a person."
-1w,13 ·8 ·vJuv1qv 5v:J ·L. ·0-'!VJ 5V P0-'.i ·9 "JAnVJUo:J Vlfri/V ·sAs Rivard states, Sister Rita
'[[ ,toJ.Idn[ ,·fl ·J.Ipuvg ·r ·z1,1vm1p5 p,1vwag ·z ·,1a1v1 5,1va!\ om1
sounds like a Protestant, her joy
J!I/ 11 J! <Jpmu 5.ACJ>(J<Jlf:J 0qqnz[:J -p,1v11vg >fUVH r :5,1am5uv
and love is the challenge which

l&AVAA

\Immmmm

finally breaks the priest. Rivard's 1
God is a vengeful Calvinist God
who abhors tears and whose
Church is "perfectly logical and
divine."
Sister Rita sets him on fire with
lilacs and love; he finally
banishes himself to a factory in
the hopes that the monotony will
cram order down his own
passionate throat, but the harder
he works, the more he sees her.
This is a classic picture of
whirlwind pass-ion bottled up like
an inflamed genie, thundering to
be released.
Mary Fogarty plays )\'lrs.
'Shandig, the homespun housekeepe,r;
who watches the "blasphenous.
love affair grow. She says, "I'm
only a convert, Sister. I never
knew there were Catholics before."
I<~ogarty, who has appeared on
Broadway . and in Ireland,
creates an utterly realistic,
a
Shandig,
sleepwalking
backwoods
muskrat-skinnin',
convert. One forgets that Fogarty
is acting; •she picks at her tattered skirt, shifts uneasily in her
workboots, staring with fishblank eyes and twisting her
peasant mouth. When Sister Rita
comes to live in the same parish
house as Rivard, Shandig treats
Sister Rita with a shoulder as
cold as turkey meat.
The flashbacks in the production, such as to the courtroom
scene, Rivard's cell and the
parish house, work beautifully. ·
When Father rivard reminisces,
"There were lilacs ... " when
Sister Rita first arrived, the action returns to their meeting.
The tension rises in one scene
with a stormy tempest raging
outside and a clock tick-tocking

·K lo n dike A n n ie \~ ~ ~ ~ ~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~li~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~Immm~~mmmmmmm~~mmmimmmmm~mmI:

Fear of the abnonnal
I am normal.
Because my psychologist says so.
I passed Jots of t.e sts without s·tudying and he told me I
am normal.
You know like those tests where they stuff white rats in a
shoebox and w.o nder why they kill each other instead of organizing a utopia.
Only I was a guinea pig stuffed into a little bitty room
with two other freshman. My "hostile-type" of reactions
"correlated exactly" with the rats, he said. I passed that
test, no sweat.
not
are
Schizophrenics
normal, he said. They make
connections when there aren't
any. Sometimes they are
mistaken for geniuses like on
SAT tests. Like they would
say:
Crazy-glu~
Steamshovel
is to
is to
as
Doilie
Hoofpick _
But I am normal because l
0
said they were not. So there.
Normal rats have "strong
survival instincts." When a
normal rat gets shocked by his

' will go eat the un-electric food at the other end. A dumb rat
will get fried.
I am n-Ormarbeca~;se when I am shocked by what they
.
give us at the dining hall, I eat at Burger King.
And when they stuff a normal rat into a box with no holes
in it, the rat dies from "sensory deprivation" and suffocation, I.think. This is normal behavior for rats.
I am normal because when I am in my room and my senses are being deprived, I feel like dying, too. So I open the
window instead of suffocating and turn my stereo up to
nine.
I am normar because I have norma·l hang-ups. My psychologist told me. that they can't test for hang-ups yet in
rats, but as far as people go, I am normally hung-up.
Like I worry that people think I'm abnormal as they do.
This is normal, my psychologist told me, because you never
sec rats that don't really look or act like each other even
whl'n thev art' stuffed in little~boxes.

their passions higher. Rivard had
decided to ignore Sister Rita, but
their late lampburning and
pacing erupts in a fiery scene
where the two drink each other
like wine.
The rest of the cast is equally
superb. Herbert du Val plays
Toby Felker, the defense attorney in tweeds who says, "I fish,
mainly I fish." He rocks on his
soles like every country bumpkin
thinker.
The prosecution, as interpreted
by Michael la Gue, is an intense,
Harvard hound in round glasses.
La Gue makes him perfectly
withdrawn and caliper-precise.
The Monsignor Nicholson, portrayed by Euan Bagshawe, is the
priest who banishes Rivard to the
little parish of Solon, Michigan
for having shown compassion to a
needy woman.
Bagshawe's imperious Monsignor admonishes, "Questioning
dogma, usurping the bishop .. . "
and finally exits, saying, "The
bishop wishes you Godspeed,"
with a calcuttan highrise on the
"Godspeed." The effect is a
memorable portrait of the rigid
clergyman.
Bonnie Wilbur as precocious
Louise with oouting schoolgirl
glances, and John Becker as the
lounging guard back up the
blockbuster cast.
The costumes by Kathie
Ianicelli place the drama at the
turn of the century; the blad~
habits, tweed suits and homespun
linen.blend together well.
The setting of iron-clawed
chairs crouching like pull mastiffs
is raw and austere; the oaken
beams criss-cross the crumbling
olaster walls of Rivard's orison
cell. Deep, mysterious cata<:<>ml:s Y~"._Vn- 9ff0s_tag~_ ~d add to tl?e
heightened feelings the play
evokes.
Lighting is inseparable from a
successful production; it is the
foremost creator of atmosphere.
deep,
Trudeau's
James
ultramarine blue lighting is perfect for Stitt's volatile drama.
The actors struggle under an intense blue beam; it is the type of
lighting that TBS's "Glass
Menagerie" was missing last
year.
Stumbles."
Runner
"The
swims beneath the deep blue of
an abyss . and drags the audience
under with Father rivard in his
agonized struggle.
Milan Stitt's use of lime shifts
works beautifully. The weft and
warp of the fabric emerging from
his loom weaves the play into an
eloquent whole.
In the courtroom scenes, the
stage is staggered with frozen actors, rieid in their seals. stiff as
the rose-tinted daguerreotypes m
old tintype portraifs.
This is the best company of actors assembled at TBS since
"Shadowbox." TBS adors have
always stood sturdily, rolling

comfortably with each produc·

lion. This time, under Tom
Bloom, the tempest has let loose,
and the actors' sea legs have
rooted themselves to the deck.
The characters have had their
souls scourged with a scalpel and
each actor has become his

ll~~l~l~~l~l~l~~l~~ii~l~f~fi~*~~lI~it~:~~t1blmt{mmmi11ffn1t•t.twrA~~~~~~w~~~M~1~[fJ~~~i~m~@r~i11~~1~1~~11~Im~mmm ··:~~£~i~~~£:::.~n;~:-~~~-·!.
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First N.H. Art Association
Sculpture Exhibit

•

lS

at the New England

now
Cen~er

••Abstract" by Robert Hughes, in-novo-vovo wood, is layers
upon layers of circles, both in the grain of the wood and in
the composition of the sculpture. The circles continue inward toward the focal hole, becoming smaller as they
recede. One gets the feeling of looking into a parallel set of
mirrors and seeing one's reflection repeated ad infinitum.

••Lady With Open Back
Head" by Vivian Bingham, in
terra cotta, could easily be
part of the figurehead of a
17th century pirate ship, with
flowing hair and · a serene, ·
hopefully
expectant
expression. She has a certain ••Droplet" by Robert C. Johnson," in wood, is a threemajesty .a bout her; despite dimensional painting. The smaO, sharp spikes project from
the rough surface of the terra the aqua wood-grained background. creatinJ?; the droplet
cotta the bust is intricate and shape. The dark sphere at the base of the dr:op weighs i~
fine.
down; it is a raindrop falling through a swirling blue sky.
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··.Joh" hy UolH'rt llught•s, in mafJlt•, is strairwd and .. Child's Play" by Cabot Lynford, in black granite, was one of the most moving pieces in the
anguislwd, t•xprt•ssing tlw t•motions which that Biblical exhibit. The sculptor created many _varied textures within the seemingly confining limitations of
characlt•r h~lt wlwn lt'slt•d h~· his God. Tht' surfact• of tht• one medium. The hair, body, arms, base and child all are different textures, yet part of the same
sculptun• is gougt•d, making it sN'm rough and unfinishPd. chunk of granite. The sculpture is segmented into distinct units of the woman's head, arm and
yt't tfw .~mooth, upwie~rd m<>lion .of. the -11osturn .nrnkt~s it ..a .. hr.ca~; ~to~acti .~n~ .l egs·, ·~~ic~·.m~rge. lnt~ solid., sec~~· ~n~a~~~ent.for- th~ e.b~I~. 'f~-e.·~ot.he.- .aqd
1)01islwd }\)or1~. , ~ , ,_, , c., ,.' ·:·. ·:.: . . .:.: :·. .,:.: :·;:-::: ·-:: .:·:.;:.::- ·. c~1l~'cf'. atc;~~·= ·~C ·~a.rn:i:·!•~~·o.f.~~~!io~ 'b~~w~:eh:t'1·e:·t~~.~~an~t:es ft.o~ .tlie·~:Old.sf0ne·... :.. -. .·· ·.. ·· ·. _.:
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THE .
PSYCHOLOGY
CLUB PRESENTS
Dr. John A. Nevin
Prof~or of Psychology

"Operant Behavior
and
Ressistance to Change
Nov. 15, 8 p.m.

Napkin messages make a point
NAPKINS
continued from page 1

leaves it on his food tray.
When the catcher in the dishroom gets the tray, he plucks the
note from the tray, hands it to the
student supervisor, who then
gives it to the dining hall
manager.
Jack Garnett, manager of
Huddleston has a stack of
napkins about six inches tall in
his office.
"Dear Harry,
"What's the matter? No
orange juice after 9:30? Are

we no longer thirsty after
9:30?"
But the messages aren't
always complaints.
"Mrs. Stillings,
"Ze melted Cheeesssee, vaz
how do you say-excellante, ve
muzt hav it again zometime ...
Ze Duke and Duchess
of Zuiisscheess Land''
"Just about all the notes get put
up," said Sawyer, "and -1 try to
read them all. A lot of them are
pretty funny.''
Priscilla Caudill, manager of
Stillings, has a favorite _nap~in

' Biam:u culh::\:tiuu wa;::, umivail-

able for viewing.
"We don't take the notes personally," said Sawyer. "We
always have our fau1ts and it does
no good to get upset. And sometimes the notes make valid suggestions."
Or as Garnett put it: "Without
$69. 95 and up
$14.95 the students, there wouldn't be
anybody to feed."
Dear Phil,
"This was the worst meal
ever."

Conant Hall 103
*

M'*

WM

'"'"

-- --

hieroglyph she's · saved. The
napkin reads, ''Is there
something you can do about that
spastic soft-serve machine?"
Below the caption is a detailed
drawing of a guy entombed in a
massive swirl of soft-serve ice"ream.
Sawyer said his favorite
napkin message shows a drawing
of him holding . a scrawny
chicken.
Ingeborg Lock, director of
Dining Services said Dave Bianco, director of residential life, has
a collection of the funniest napkins sent to him by the dining hall
managers. Unfortunately, the

w

- - -.classifi ed ads· -cars for sale
·1""i5 d1li\;s1Mif N-EWP•->HT:--11-=cyr autO
radio, ·very good running condition, $300 or
best offer. 742-8044. 11/17
l!Hi6 V.W. l<'actory build camping van . l<'oldout bed, table1 cabinet space, pop-up roof,
$600 eng. worK with 2,000 miles, 6,000 mi .
warranfy. Brand new battery, shocks, spare
battery and starter $950. In grad school,
selling to break even. Mike 862-1819. 11/21
l!Hi5 VOLVO SEDAN 122S. Does not run but
good for parts, tires, etc. Call 868-7578. 11/17
1!175 FORD PINT()kunabout Hatchback
only 23,000 miles. Metallic blue. Like new,
Best Offer. Call 742-9237 after 5 p.m . 11 / 17
1!172 OPEL. New-inspection, snow tires . $400.
Call 659-2880. 11/17
1!175 FIAT 124.SP•'n fr. 5-sp. overdr. 22 mpg.
combined, 4 new Michelins, low original
mileage , needs only minor repair, engine
great-peppy. $ Negotiable, must sell. Call
Frank, 742-5018. 1211
1!175 vw DAS11f.:n. I<'ront Wh . Drive, 4 doorwagon, automatic . power steering, no rust,
excellent cond .. 49,900 mi.. $2995. 12/l
.
1!170 HED ~IUSTA~(; ( 'O\:VEHTIBLE,
white interior, original 8 cylinder 351 engine,
r:ecent body work . new tires. AM-FM stereo.
Best Offer . Call or stop by--Carrie, 868-9792,
Hetzel 214. 12/ 1
FOH SALE: 7"K ( 'AMAHO excellent condition, 1800 mi. V-8, lots of options. Call.
Kathy 436-8843 or 436-7007 . 11 / 21
VOLVO 122 Pi\HTS rOr. sale . Rims, Glass, ·
Doors, Seats. accessories . All very gooo
condition , ready to go. Many other parts
available. Call Hruce 868-5:ll:J before 9am.
11 / 24
1!175 vw DAslu:n. I<'ront Wh. ·Drive, 4 doorwagon, automatic . power steering, no rust,
excellent cond .. 49,900 mi .. $2995. 463-5521.
11 / 28
l!IH DATSUN lil\T('liRA<'K for sale. Good
condition . 65,000 miles. $1500.00 Call 868-2567
or868-2376. ll/17

1!171 CllEVElfol.f;·1; for .s ale. f'air condition.
$200.00 Call 868-2567 or '!68-237611/17

1!11:1 'f()YOTA ('ELl('A ST 4 s-p~d.-a--:i-r-co_n_d,.--.,
vinyl roof rear def. . new battery, 30 mpg., l
owner, $995 Call 862-2090 or 749-3478. 11/17

vw

l!Hi!I
HU(i $495.00 AM-l<'M Stereo radio, 7
Michelin tires. New items: 4 fenders, running boards. battery. gas tank, steering
wheel, horn. muffler. brakes . Spent over
$2,000.00 in repairs during la·.t year. Needs
very little work now. Ordered ne_w car f!)r
delivery in Decemht'r. $50 deposit will reseive this VW. Tel : 742-5!11!! before 8::ll a.m. gr
late evenings . 11/17

information . 659-2363. 11/17

659-2535 at 6::3op.m .12/1

CIHt'ULAH
SAW-$35.
Aladin
Heater
(Kerosene> $50 Super-8 Movie Camera $75,
Super-8 Movie Projector $75, Power Drills,
(2J $10 each. Can 742-7386 evenings, or
868-2924 and leave a message for Janet 12/1

PEits.ON Ott ('f)lJPi;E· W1\:\TED to share
house in Portsmouth w/couple.
Rent
$125/mo. plus util.$125 security deposit. Prefer vegetarian or light meat eater. Call
Kim or Joe at 431-1571 a.fter4::30.ll/21

PIANO, NEW Kohler & Campbell console.
Exe . cond. wrff take be~t .offer. Mediterrean
tsearoom set, 4 piece, t.a1rly new, good condition $500. We're moving out of state.
436-8248. Keep trying. 12/1

H00~1MJ\T~: \\·,\:'IOl't:1). 25*, female. Own

room . Remainder of Apt. ·furnished. Dover,
near Kari-Van. $25/ wk. Call 7~-2618. IJ'I4

PHOFESSto:\1\1. ·
IWAD
Hi\CING
PHOFESSIONJ\L HOAD HA< 'ING BICYCLE.
Modified Raleigh international , 22 inch
frame. Many Campagnolo parts . 21 lb. $300.
Call Harry 742-5202. 11 / 17

HIDE NEEDED TO: LOGAN Airport, Mon .,
21st before 7:00 p.m . & back on 27th at
7:30 p.m ., will pay for gas. Call Gundi,
2-1649, 868-9795. 12/1

1!17:1 llODJ\KA ~H)TOH< ' H ' l.E 125 cc. Only
476 miles. Excellent condition! 2 extra tires
and helmet. $400. Call Paul 749-3510
DO YOU TAKE \ ' ITA:'tilNS'? .Then why not
take the BEST? NATURAL west coast
famous SHAKU:E vitamins ARE the best!
Developed in a special wa y by the man who
made the 1st vitamins for human consumption--Dr . Shaklee. Non-polluting hi-cone .
cleaners and shampoo also available. Call
Roy . 659-2140. 11 / 21
GHADUATION (~()W~ ; Includes cap and
LA lassie (white > for Woman approx. 5'6"
UNH Royal Blue. Call 868-2848.

TllE 1784 SllOP Rt. 4 Northwood Ridge,
Old Books & prints. Wed-Sun . 10-4 Tel.
942-8583. 11 / 14

STEHEOFOH S1\i.1-:: $2SO.- 3 speed
electrophonic with 8-track tape receiver &
recorder, AM -FM radio, 2 speakers also
included . Call Bet , 12-8p.m . 749-4214. 11 / 21
J\HTISTS A:'lil> ABT STlTUENTS - two
assembled custom made canvas frames for
sale. One 4x4' ~ ft .. one 4x4 ft. Must sell. $10
each . Call 862-2714 ask for Betsy . 11/17
GHADUATlf):'IO ( ':\I' ;\:\D (iOWN for sale.
Female - 5 ft . 6 in .. 135 lh .. cap size 6':4 . $5.00.
Call 862-2714 ask for Betsy . 11 / 17
STj;:HEO co:m.>c);'l;E~TS for sale. Marantz
1060 - $120, ADS 550 speakers $150,.t,. Dual 1225
with ortofon cart . $100. Nova-rro Headphones $12 . Call Hruce 868-:i:H3 before 9 a .m .
11/24
- - -- -- SALE! HK\1.ISTH' ST,\-16 HECEIVEH, 2
Realistic MC -500 speakers LAB-14 BSR turntable ... all for $225. Also .. . Hart King's Rook
Skis < 175 em> with Solomon Bindings - $100 ·
Nordica Boots I women ·s size 6 1 ~ > - $50. Call
Joanat2-2154or868-!ltil2 . 1211

(;ol\UE E(~l i ll'ME;'l.IT ( !("~; 110(.'KEY) for
sale. Pads, glove. ((eft >. stickhand (right>!
chest protector. cage mask . Must sell. Cal
Marc at 431-1622. 11 714
•

('OLLEGl.\TE 1-11 ( '1.l'B :i cords wood unsplil 4-6' ll-ngths S'1:i.OO/ cord delivered
45.00/cord takt• '' ith . ('all Scott 862-1343.
11 / 17

l!li5 FOHD ELITE. 351 cu. in. engine.
Automatic, Very clean. Book price $3300.
.Asking $2950. See Tim at Dover Auto Supply
·frt Durham . "/42-0531or868-2791. 11/14

'°i

rafi~ KITTfo;N~ i<'ree black & white female .
kitt~n. _l)puble R11W4i:d, ~41i l)l~nc;,i
'11'>Ce
' •
fr
.. c
•
;
I

"'

I

t

J I .t •

-from

HIDE WAN'fl.:1>
KennebunkJ>Ort,
Maine area to Durham and back . Tuesaays
and Thursdays . Must reach UNH . 11 :00 a.m .
depart anytime after 3:30. Expenses shared .
Call Pauli 967-3311 days , 967-3047 nights.
11 / 17

WOMEN'S DHESS Hoiri·s: 1 pair of redbrown leather boots. which are oeautiful but
too big for me. Thev 're size 7 1 2 and were
worn only once . Asking $:30 or BO. Call Elly
at 2-1164 or 868-9662 and leave a message
if I'm out.

l\lUSl('IJ\l\S: SOl' :'IOD SYSTEM for sale!
Vocalmasfrr svstem with 2 mies & stand
Call Joe La Bonle 862-:!225. 11 /28

YB.YE Bfttii's-sTze
women's. Excellent
condition, o~ly worn a few times (too small l,
High slip-ons. beige. Original $64, selling for
$45 or best offer . Mel, 21!1 Scott, 868-9795.
11/21

HIDE NEEllEl)toBefhlehem or Allentown
Pennsylvania for Thanksgiving . Call Nancy
at 2-1359 or 868-9705. WiTI share expenses.
11 / 21

services

:15 MM SLR ('Al\lEHA, 200 mm lens, 35 mm
lens 2X extender, electronic flash 1 close-up
rings, etc. Call Mar<' at 431-1622. 11114

8 1-~

DHIVEH NE.::fffi)todrlve VW Bug back to
So. Calif. before or around XMAS time.
Please call Elaine 868-975:3 <Rm 419) or 2.1517. 11/14

SLH ('J\l\1EHA. Nikkorex :!5mm f2 55mm
lens built in light meter. Asking $95. Call
659-2593.
,

u ::-Hfo:AN A"\U (iEBH\' .DOWN parkas.
Bean - size large. tan . Gerrv - size XL, Blue.
Both good condition . ' Heasonable. Mark
868-549:J. 11 : 14

for sale

rides

FOH SAL.E : l.1\l)lfo:S '(iEliRY' ski parka.
Green. 1 1 ~ yrs . old & still warm . $40. Call
Sara 868-52:!6. 11121

5.?!.
.. .. . ...

PROFESS-ioSAL TYPl:\G at its best by
Universit'v Secrt-tarial Associates . Theses/
resumes · our speC'ialty. IBM correcting
Selectric, choice of style/ pitch. Competitive
rate for superior work . Call Diana 742-4858.
12/5
TYPING:.65 ce.nts per ·page. For "service
with a smile" call Vicl<.i at 2-2170 or
868-9857. 11 / 14
BAHTENi>i:-:tt ~·c)n -lni{E. We handle any
function: Weddings. Anniversaries, sendoffs, Graduation & Pledge Parties. Very
T~~rienced. Call Pete at 2-1637 or 868-9715.
nis(1}.Lightsho\\·. Sound rental for parties.
nightclubs, concerts. discotheques . Hire the
best. Call The Dancing Machine Sound and
Light Co. 603-4:~6-4:3:! 1. 11 / 21
TYPING~55 cents a pg.- Spelling corrected . Call Crystal 742-4197 after 8 p.m . 11/17

, PHEGNJ\~'.f'?. Need Help?. Call 868-5449 or
·436-5558 Birthright provides pregnancy
testing, pre-natal care. counseling for
emotional. personal and family proolems.
, ~helter homes cou!lseling for. fina~cial help,
.Jobs and lega 1assistance. B1rthr1ght Coun.seling, Inc .. PO Box 633 Portsmouth, NH
o:moi. 11111
JOGGIN(i/Ex1-:nC.1s~: Program - Mon. and
Wed. for 5 weeks beginning Nov. 20th
Newmarket Town Hall 10 :00-11: 15 a.m.
$15.00. For additional information : 659-2667.
11 / 21

; T\' PI~(-; 65 cents per page. Pape~ supplied"'.'
Will pick up and dehver on campus. Call
1anytime 436-8248 and keep trying! 12/l
dissertation . 20 years experience. Call 7492692 . 12/l

HOOl\11\lATI-: WA:'IOTEI>: to share apartmen! on Main St.. Newmarket. Minute walk
to Kari Van stop. $97 / month, plus approximate!~ $
rn~lh. elecJ.r.fc. • Call mat~.
1
·....

~~eJ~:~~i~:s bc~~~~t~! 1 ~a~~Wa~u~~~~~:~

or 868-9730

TYP~Cl-~Letiers. resumes. reports, theses,

wanted

•

111\VE A ( 'AH i>kimr,i-:l\1'? Bring it to us .
We are two qualified mechanics who do

..&••

&.a--

s()j;~()j~ flAHt") ('f);'\;T,\ t'T LE:'IOS fitting at
a reasonable fee structure. I<'or more infor~a ti on call
Edward Godnig Opto!'1etri~t
, f' i ~ ;W.fir l
., ,
,.

41

......

~

Dr

•

.,,,.

.....
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lost and found
MONETARY REWAHD given if you find a
gold-signet pinky ring with initials KSB
en~raved . Believed to be lost in Ham-Smith
~f ?¥nd please call 742-4628. ask for Karen.

11

LOST: a silver chain link bracelet. If found
please return to Yvonne--:stoKe tHu or ca11
2-1140. Has sentimental value! 11/21
1-'0UND: Grev woman's jacket at Iddles
Auditorium Tllurs . Evening. Call Ellen 8623118.
TICKETS FOll:'IOD! If -you can tell me the
specifics of these ticl<ets 1to what, how
many, where lost, etc. 1 they are yours . Call
2-1296 or 868-972'.l and ;isk for Dave. 11 / 14

681. Laconia. NH 03246. 60:1-524-4855.12/4
--- - - --

personals

-

-- --- -

To the gu~· who madt> a posl midnight visit ·
to the room where the ··apple of mv eve··
lives, on I<'riday the 27 of No\' .--who are you?
. 11/14
Pat, Dtt, Soph.ia-ur. Ri(·h. i-:riC~and <"huck.
Ta1::3e~~ s;[~r making a memory . Love. cake-

1

\'OU!! \·ftTE FOH f>O~~-.:iLY
('OATl-:S No\' . 14 & 15 for Student Bodv
Pres./Exec. Vit'e Pres . for an end to
"elect 'em and forget ·em ·· Student Government.11/14
itEY

for rent

(1>\calAf>-l 'L.\Tlo's to the -fong legged
bunny who has recei\'ed her new set of
eyes. Watch out guys'~ Me again .11 / 14

:1 HOOM EFFl('IEN('Y llOl\IE, entirely
renova_fed, excenenl neighhorhooci, iii-

\'OTE FOit uon; ( 'OX ,\~1)-(·i1i-:HYL
BHOWN in the Student Bodv President
elections No\·. 1-tth and 15th . I 1/14

~~i;;:~ce~0rerrf~~ra r~;j~~ f~de~~ps:~ r:~~
1

th plus utilities 942-7640. 1211

help wanted
AVON HEPHESE:'IOTATl\"ES needed in
Durham . (Male or female > Earn $40 out of
every $100 sold. Phone Gen Smith 742-6666
for appt. 12/1

(iood Lut·k to lh1· s111dt•n1 HOdv l'rPSldt>nt
and V.P . candidates : Doug. ~hervl. Jim.
· Bob,Randy.andPatty .ll ' H
·
J."h :~tiifloor 11ul1hard : HowabOUt_a_n-ighl
out on the town or would mu prefer vour
place? Don ·t turn me down ! Hope to hear
your answer soon . Set• ~·a around.11 / 17

liE"\·-· YOl "! ! ! \"olt• ror 1)onnell\'-( oates
Nov . 14 & 15 for Student Hodv Pres./Exec.
Vice Pres. for an end to "elect 'em and
forget 'em .. Student ~on'rnment.11 / 14
0

FUN LOVERS! Skiers.!Exciflng and interesting jobs at Lake Tahoe. California. Good
pay, skiing, sailing, casinos. discos . No
experience required. Send $3.00 for information to : SKIWORLD. Box 61035. Sacramento,
CA 95825. 11/24
MEN
WOME.N!-- JObs--(:ruise
ShipST
Freighters! No experience. High pay! !3ee
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So. Amenca,
Winter, Summer! Send $2.75 to Seaworld,
.Box 61035, Sacramento. CA 95825. 11/24
PJ\HT-Tli\IE S1\LES it°t:PH.ESENTATIVES
We are new and growi_n g rapidlx in the. f_ield
of energy conservation. Three pos1twns
must be filled immediatelv . Sales experience helpful but not necessary. Call Sue--8687405 after 5 p.m . 11/17
PAHT-Tll\1E J()BS..-BIGMO:\EY: Accounting, Law or Pre-Law students preferred .
All aggressive, articulate. hungry students
o.k . Need sales reps for CPA / LSAT Cassette
'Home Study Programs . Call Jim Dee at
Totaltape, Inc . Toll l<'ree 1-800-874-7599. In
I<'lorida call collect 904-876-8261. 1505 N.W.
16th Ave., Gainesville. 1-'L 32604. 11/24
Y\1AK1-: s100,ooo 1~ -( ..As1i ! 17 you buy the
"Circle of Gold" memorandum vou wiH have
extremely good chances of· making $100,000
in cash. The price is $100 but you make your
investment right back as soon as you. se.ll
vour 2 cories of the memorandum . This IS
very lega . Interested? Call Richard at 7494594 . 11/17
$60,IHHI I:\ FOUH "'EEKS guaranteed! Absolutely legal and f<'oolproof : Send selfaddressed-stamped envelope to: Jim Page,
Box 534, Martinsville. NJ 0811:16. 11/24
~PLU~

WEl-;Ki.\' :\Mil.ING CIHCl LARS!! Free Supplies. Inunediate In. come Guaranteed! Send Self-Addressed
Stamped Envelope: Homeworker, B4276HN. Troy, MT 59!l:l5. 11 / 17
PAID -PHll\Ti~(; pc)slTIO-:'IO -- in MUSO
opening next semester. See Laura in Rm. 148
of the MUB for details and applications .
11/17
WE AHE -1~(-)()i\f-I;(; · •;oit · a· friendly and
capable student who would be interested in
domg some part-time housework in Portsmoufu. Please call 436-8190. evenings. 11/24
SKI INSTHl't'TOtt PAitT-Tl~IE weekends
and holidav:;. downhill. cross-countrvi junior
racing. EJ.<j>erience not necessar)'. wl 1train.

\\Op' .~!I!!J!Srr!l.f.~b ~lf ~f!.\~~ ..

p ~..: ~.d-!'

-va

<.7ood\- in-rnlo : Rangt'r Smith- caught
sneaking into anv state parks latelv? l know
vou're still on the lam . hut t·ome back to N. :
sometime. We\•t• got a new gov and mavbe
he'll grant you a pardon . Lo\'e. the ed .ll/i4
WE WA:'IOT .\BTU-: HE<::.\l's1-: - ,\1{T1E
SHOWS US EVt-.:HYTHl~G . 11/14
TOMEl<i·l l ,\"\ -The cookies were -great-cake
will be fine next timt'. Looking for word
to the Rail with C'hi-O tonite. Love. Showoff
in Ballet.I I / J-t
1-:x-gog,.(11: nt·a•un.. \\'hars \\·ltti fhe Ex'>
You re still a gog~· cn•ature to me. How's
~a~e ~f f;_lrri ~;:.·~Tl<' ~~I~. Ill mss you . Take

1

llEY YOl'! ~

\ 'OTE FOR - l>O:'IO:'IOELl.\'-

~~~~~~~('~.o\,i:·~· ~>r~:. foforSl~~en~n~o~~

"elect 'em and forget ·Pm .. Student <iovernmenl.11 / l-t
Diaiu·: f·m i-lill in Florid<1 . Where are \·ou '~
I need to know . What's happening& h'ow's
Hrando's'' Hi .JoAnne. Heth.11 / 14
(';init~~-·111m·~ lht• hanj.(o\f'r '~ 1' 11· send .you
some Florida sun to fight the cold of N.H.
KeepD .l l. in line." Heth.11 ' 14

<"•iriii a·nd .Jo.\11111'. Star·s- Hall of ·Fame
parking lot. Hc>mt'mlwr·~ Ho,1· can you for-

f~Ji4 H1 Dan•' St•t> you in Dt-c'' May" Beth .

Com(' st•t• ·:\ll·n ·, I.in·~. ,\ documentary -of
inter\'ie\l"S with all l\"pt•s of American men
and their cont·t•pts of masculinitv . Tuesdav
7:30Merrima1·klfoom .11 1-t
·.
•
n~ar hu~h" En; Hnmi-; : i>1ea.seteli J°immv
Olson that" ymi want a haircut just like his:th.e n you two !'an look 1·harming. handsome,
w1ttv . and non -t·mmter t'ulture. All mv love.
Lois Lane. II 11-t
·

o'

Ei)f>it: H .\
i·lli-: !llh: - Still don't remember us~ Met•I you at Scorp·s Wednesday
night at 7:00 p.m . for a round on you .
See you then>. Lo\·e. Agnes and Bertha .
11/14
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film on Nov._16- .
Obsure Object of Desire ,
Will NOT be shown.
Instead :

I

Amarc ord (1974) 127 min.

I
t.

I

Direct or: Federi co Fellini

i
,..
1..
j

I.
l

: Fellini's beautiful moving remini-',1

s,c ence of his youth in a small town
1
. ,...in fascist Italy combin es the con-: ,. .

. . cerns of his early, neo-re alist . .
lcome dies with the fantast ic style of_,
. . his later films. One of his most I
loving and imagin ative films.
I

ANORA
K
Lightweight storm parka of windproof, w a ter-repellent

60/40 Romar cloth. Cut extra full for wear over down parka
or vest. Two-way zipper with snap stor m flap, four
expandable cargo pockets with Velcro closures, haz:idwarmer pockets, back stowage pocket, snorkel hood with_
leather-lockta b drawcords. Velcro-closure cuffs.
·

Hours:
Mon-S at: 9 a.m.-9 p.m !O
Sunda y : 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

I

,

'i

!

I

MUSO apolog izes for
this cancel lation but

this situation could

· I,. .
I

'-·-·-"::.~~==-·-·-'

PR ER EG IST RA TlO N
SE ME ST ER II
PR ER EG IST RA TIO N
No vem ber 8 - No vem ber 22
Tim e and Roo m Sch edu les and pre reg istr atio n for ms.~re ava ilab le now
at the Reg istr ar's Office, Roo m 8,
Tho mp son Hall.
Un der gra dua tes sho uld rem em ber
tha t s~udents are not per mit ted to
pre reg iste r for mo re tha n 18 cre dits_.
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SAT
propos al

DO NN ELL Y-C OA TES
GO WITH THE
BEST TEAMI

SATTAX
continued from page 8

said.
Corson,
Student
Body
President Randy Schroeder,
Associate Dean of Students
William Kidder, and Peter
Moore, the president of MUSO,
will make up the first hearing
scheduled for Wednesday , Nov .

NOV .14-1 5

15.

"We will make
Studen t Gover nment
Respo nsive to you"
Student Body President

Onore said that he will ask
questions of them and record
their testimony .
After Feb. 15, Unore w111 write
up a synopsis of the hearings and
submit the data to Sanborn. Sanborn will then rewrite the
proposal considering the hearing
testimonies. This re-written
proposal will then go to the
Student Caucus for criticism and
approval.
The proposal will then be submitted to Richard Stevens, vice .
president for student affairs, for
approval. If Stevens gives Sanborn approval, the proposal will
be passed on to President Mills
for the final approval, Sanborn
said.

Executi ve Vice President

We'v e got the hits
at

Pre-la w
change

Tow n and Cam pus
on CBS recor ds

PRE-LAW
continued from page 3

NANTUCKET

HEART

_,11. _.,..

DOG & BUTTERFLY
Including:

-

Slr81gtrt On/High Time/Cool< With Fore
Dog I Butterfly/Neda One

---

Getbng-iSClnnv"·. The-Wltlll.--v!

10-Album Sale

.,

$4~.!!s
·

including
Unhl The Ntght

Myl1I"
Big Shot

Hone!>oly

Siiietto

on LP

these titles on sale!
*Billy Joel - 52nd Street
*Heart - Dog & Butterfly
*Chicago - Hot Streets
*Boston - Don't Look Back
*Santana - Inner Secrets
*Southside Johnny - Hearts of Stone
*Toto
*Weather Report/ Mr. Gone
*Nantucke t
*Molly Hachet

WEATHER REPORT
MR.GONE
tncluding:

,,,.~~J::.~Wlltl
River People/Yout19 And AM/Punk Jeu
PinoccNo

sale through Sunday Nov ·19th
the book loH Ztt town & campus

~11.L ....

-J

71..~~

I

~

·~:

I

INNER SECRETS

~o/S'°t-TheFOOI

Heerta Of Sfotte1T. . . " tnetde
11-aooectAQ81n l T. . foMe

Iw..

~~~~I

Al Nqhtl()ne
Melle No Pri9()&11
0. ..... 1 5~,.,, RoH •Stormy1()p9n 1n..,1taoon

»»=:

the possession of certain departments.
The advisees disagreed.
"People should be added rather
than removed. Work is being
wasted by taking them away ,"
said Dick Alaphat.
Dupuy said, " Good advising is
built through experience and contacts are built through time."
Second semester sophomore
Steve Norman said the removal
is ridiculous. "The committee is
built on success. They have success now . Productivity shouldn't
be sacrificed and successful
people deleted.''
Sophomore Scott Dudley feels
that Kayser and Desrosiers are
better prepared to advise than
anyone who could step in right
now. "It's not a solution to
eliminate these guys . Others
should be brought in to work
along with and learn from them."
"This rotation is a bunch of
crap," said Trombly.
The advisees said they will continue to seek the advice of Kayser
and Desrosiers, despite Spitz's
action.
"Desrosiers is my advisor.
From now on I'll continue to seek
his advice regardless of whether
he's on the committee or not,"
said Dudley.
Trombly agreed. "There's no
doubt about it. I'd still go to
Desrosiers for advice."
Desrosiers will continue to advise. "I can't just let, students
hang," he said. "Some of I?Y advisees are freshmen so ! will continue to do it for at least three
years."
Advisees said they have felt no
pressure to take certai11 courses,
as has been charged by Prof.
Lawrence O'Connell, · who will
replace Kayser as committee
chairman.
"Desrosiers is not pressuring
to build up the Classics d!>partment. They're courses you
should take. I trust the guy so I do
what he says . Everyone he has
advised has gotten into law
school," said Dupuy .
Trombly feel s advi sees arc advised what to ta ke in order to do
well on the LSAT .
"There
is
no
pressure.
Pressure is a vcrv ' bad word.'· 1'

·~;rid"G'idrrran .

·

•
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Reaction

.IJ>f Nt:;J~--C...,..._~_ _JJ_~_;;;;,'~-

to Gallen
• •
•
pos1t1ve
1s
GALLEN
continued from page 3

Gallen's oress secretarv Matt .
Vita said it is too early to say
whether Gallen's electioil will
cause any favorable changes at
UNH.

-:::::-

-~---:. ---.. _.

Doonesb~ry
cXaJS~ M&.

I

5/R.

/)J()Nf)8( Ir

YOU

• Cf)()lO TELL ME

i a!H&RE I M16HT

: FINO Tl-IE CLUB/ HOIJSE •.

YEAH, ITS

IN BACK
OFPOR.TAL
Z3.

I

___ _________

-·

IF YOtJ'[) RATH!3R
8E ALONE, SIR,

JUST 54Y SO.

I

I

by Jeff ~ac~ elly

Shoe

~l~N\EANSI

KEEP~ING

PARIS UNTIL- IT
~RKGA~IN.

collegiate crossword
ACROSS

-=--=--+---+---4

---+--...._---i
--+--+--1--i

______

--+---+----4
--+--+----+--4

1 Oarsman
6 Whittled
12 Column part
14 Was of help
16 Excess supply
Beach, Fla.
17 18 Uncommon
19 Wise lawgiver
21 Put in storage
22 Turkish title
23 Teacher's 24 Suffix: native of
25 Tennis replays
27 Bowling establishment
29 Garden worker
30 Garden apparatuses
32 African antelopes
34 Betty 35 "Beverly Hillbillies" actor
36 Winery employee
39 Wooded areas
42 French islands
4 3 Mr. Lapham
45 Dutch pa inter

money to state institutions that

need it."
Gallen was unavailable for
comment, but has earlier stated
in The New Hampshire that he
supports a wholly-elected student
trustee. The trustee is presently
appointed by the Governor from
five student nominees, a practice
favored by lame-duck Governor
·
Thomson.

by Gary Trudeau

THANK
YOO.

"He hasn't really had time to
review the budget, and we haven't
looked at it yet," Vita said. "He'll
try as hard as he can to give more

loss for
47 10 Delight
11 Signified
words
Gaples
12 48 Welcome 49 Ballplayer Traynor 13 Fierce feline
15 Widows' takes
50 Sheet music
20 Camera part
symbol
52 Made a choice
26 Cults ·
27 Sly looks
54 Give up
28 -Tower (Chicago)
55 Bride of Dionysus
29 Severe.
57 Spread hearsay
31 John or Jane
59 Lured
33 Liberace's nickname
60 Lincoln's concern
35 Nautical men
61 Get out, in
36 Headdresses
baseball
62 Engiish metropolis 37 Transformer
38 Vacation mecca
39 "Torti 11 a - "
DOWN
40 Like some shirts
41 Certain pitches
Does damage
44 Obstruct
2 Do doctor's work
46 Like some hotels
3 Telegram
51 Tightly drawn
4 Greek letter
52 Unique thing
5 Joplin output
6 Author of "In Cold 53 Tedious
54 Inlet
Blood"
56 Roman 601
7 English river
58 The ever-popular
8 L.A. athlete
Busch
9 Celebrities

"We feel confident that
Gallen's concerned," said Arthur
Grant, the University System Secretary. "I think that everyo~e in
·the system is looking forward to
working with him."
Grant said that because New
Hampshire is ranked 50th in the
nation in state aid to education,
Gallen is "starting at the bottom.
And when you're at the bottom,
you've got a long way to go," he
said.
Vita echoed this statement.
"You can't change everything in
two years. But I think that Hugh
<Gallen) will try to appoint
people to the Board of Trustees
who are interested in education
rather than in .themselves.''
Although Thomson said last
week that he plans to return to
political life, his press secretary,
Buddy Jenkins, said yesterday
that Thomson would detail his
political plans later on.
"Right now, he plans to go back
to his Orford law-book publishing
firm," Jenkins said.
Last week, in an interview with
The Manchester Union Leader
Thomson said, "The whole country is my nut, and I intend to
crack it." He also proclaimed
himself the "titular head of the
Republican Party in our state."
Grant said that UNH's high
tuition was a direct effect of low
state financial support and "undoubtedly a detriment to young
people in New Hampshire who
their
continue
to
want
education."
Marshall, however, doesn't
think that state funding will
necessarily be increased during
Gallen's tenure. "That's the
legislature's prerogative," she
said. Gallen has vowed to veto
any sales or income tax in the
state.
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Spikers fall tO SConn

*****
MUSO presents

MQo~.gk GregOfoY.m.
Granite State Room- MUB
Students $1.00
Non-Students $3.00
. Tickets on s;;ile now at MUB Ticket Office

*****

Southern Connecticut already had a berth to the regional
playoffs. Be!ng one of the most powerful teams in Ne_w E!1glana, ·it
was only fitting. But the UNH women's volleyball team did not. In
Saturday's match between these two teams, some people were
beginning to wonder why. <
The- first game followed !he script perfectly. SConn built up
·an 11-4 lead and the match Iooke<l llke it might be just what
everyone expected. But the Wildcats clawed their way back bit by
bit and the surprised SConn team barely pulled out a 17-15 win.
The second game momentum continued and UNH rolled to a 15-13
decision.
·
Sophomor~ captains Iris Rauscher and Paula Casey were
"awesome at the net," said Coach Jane Job, and "came up with
some amazing stuff blocks."
SConn's power began to materialize in the third gam~ ~s tryey
squeeze~ Ol!t a !larrow two point win (16-14 >.,· -After .four grueJmg
games, the Cats finally broke enough for SConn to ice the match
__
_ 15-7 in the fifth.

NOBODY Of'f'ERS YOU BETTER PRICES.
BETTER EQUIPMENT OR A BETTER
CHOICE OF ALPINE SKi PACKAGES.
Whether you're a Junior or Adult, Beginner
or Racer, we have what you want because we have the largest selection
of 1978 and 1979 models in
New Hampshire.

Jr. packag•
start at

$85
OUR EXCLUSIVE:

Personalize any alpine ski package·by mix 'n matching
different skis, bindings and poles of your choice.
Adult packag• start at

S129

r:•

F•
IE. .
~ ...E!ISSL*

-

SALOMON
TYRO LIA

SCOI

I .

You save

20°k -30%

off on a package
versus lnd~vidual
retail prices.

Free mounting and release
check with 8Yery package.

.

DWTBI'

SKI &SPORTS 14RT
Route 16 Spaulding Turnpike
At Former Great Bay Arena

Newington. NH (60J) 43 1_1394
Sale prices in effect at MANCHESTER
SKI & SPORTS MART and ken ;ones
SKI & SPORTS SHOP

Discount prices
with pro shop service

Hockey
HOCKEY
continued from page 23

period, the Warriors finally acheived a man-advantage (4-on3) ·when Flanagan and Mike
Woodward went off for high
sticking.
Within the next two minutes
UNH played superlative shorthanded hockey, with Greg Moffett making three big saves lJNH
appeared sayed for the period.
Steve Hakala ended those
hopes at 17:31 and he was
followed at 19:52 by captain
Brian Bullock as Merrimack
regained the lead, 5-4.
But as the third period began,
Merrimack's party ended.
Beaney, Flanagan and St. Onge
all connected for goals before lhe
five minute mark and UNH rode
into its .8-5 win when Beaney_~ap
ped scoring for the night at 17:04.
"It was team pride," explained
defenseman Sean Coady. "They
were a good team but we're a better team.''
"We're starting to play
together," said Barbin. "It's important that the team has a third
line to do the job, and I think we
showed that tonight.
"But the really important
thing," he continued, "was we
came back. We were down by one
goal and we wanted to go out and
win the third period. We did and
we won the game."
An item which had been overlooked by many except Holt was
the goaltending.
"Our goaltending is good," he
saig after the game. "It took the
trip to Bowling Green to make me
realize we're set in goal."
Should Holt continue his
rotation of netminders, Ken
Lorance will start against Norwich tonight.
Ice Chips: UNHsporteda new
set of home jerseys that included
three colors - red, white and blue.
Though new, the uniforms did
have one definite flaw; the UNH
insignia was down around the
waist. .. According to several
team members, UNH will receive
another set to replace the ones
worn Saturday night. The new
ones will have the insignia higher
and the players' names on the
back.

Ch. 11 series
•
to air
·nationally
TV
continued from page 4

finished, it will be available to
any station that wants to air it.
He said he thinks the show will
sell well in New England. parts of
the Midwest, parts of California,
and Louisiana.
The series is scheduletj to air on
WENH in September, 1979, which
has caused a bit of a problem.
"The public reaction so far has
been excellent," said Ouellette.
"People have been looking forward to it with enthusiasm."
"But,"
Pare
interrupted,
"people have been calling us up,
saying 'when 's it going to be
showQ? Next week?' Some people
don't realize what a hard time it
is to get a show on tape. TV is so
different from anything else."
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A
salu.te
to the
-·
seniors

Oockwise from top of the page:
Tailback GeQrge Cappadonna breaks
upfield against URI; transfer linebacker Buddy Dowd takes a breather during UNH's win over AIC;
Bill Logue and Sean McDonnell
close in on a Springfield ball
carrier; split end George Moore
makes a reception in UNH' s comefrom-behind win over Northeastern. , (Photos by Nick Novick,
Gerry Miles and Tom Lynch)
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Steve Wholley: "It's been worth the wait"
By Nancy Carbonneau
Off the field Steve Wholley is
quiet and relaxed. He walks and
s-peaks slowly. But slip him into a
football uniform, snap on a
helmet, cock his passing arm and
the slender 6'1, 187-poind senior
becomes the fiery competitor
who leads the Wildcat offense.
For three years, Wholley has
waited and wondered if he'd ever
receive the chance to play.
During that time he often questioned himself--maybe he should
have gone to another school, or,
on a moments notice, would he be
able to fill in for Jeff Allen?
Wholley is , the first to admit
those years were frustrating. He
had to endure the mental and
physical preparation and then sit
on the bench and wait for his
chance to be starting quarterback.
Wholley came to UNH in 1974
highly regarded out of Haverhill
(Mass.) High. Unfortunately,
Allen ·arrived at UNH the same
year. Older with an extra year of
experience from prep school,
Allen was a step ahead of
Wholley.
For two and a half years
Wholley served as Allen's back- ·
up. Then mid-way through- the
1976" season he broke his ankle on
the last play of the game against
Central Connecticut. Wholley sat
out the rest of the season and all
of last year while the leg mended
completely. With Allen's graduation last spring, Wholley finally
got his chance to play.
"Steve is a competitor and
athletics are important to him,"
UNH head coach Bill Bowes says.
"He stayed on for an extra year
~ ~a~ticipate in athletics

I

<Wholley is also an outstanding
pitcher and first baseman on the
Wildcat baseball team--last year
his 0.97 earned run average was
third-best in the nation>. For him
to spend five years in college for
the opportunity to play indicates
that it means a great deal to
him."
"Coach Bowes gave me the
chance to come back and play
this year," Wholley explains.
"I've waited so long, but the
three year wait has been worth
the one year to play.''
Wholley's most satisfying
game was his record breaking
performance against Springfield
on Saturday. "Everything was
going my way. Good passes, catches, the offensive line was great
·and to be able to throw a certain
pattern and have the receivers
wide open was just great," said
Wholley.
As a result he threw four touchdown passes, completed 15 of 23
oasses for 284 yards and broke

four school records, three of
which were set by Jeff Allen in
1977. WhoUey now leads with 187
passes, 103 completions and 1435
yards passing in a season. He
also broke RiJl Burnham 's
previous record of 1435 yards in
total offense. He stands at 1628.
Before the Springfield- game,
Bowes said, "Steve has had an
outstanding year considering this
is his fil'.st season of varsity experience. He ha~. not had a great
deal of game experience but has
come in and now is in a position to
break records. This is a tremendous accomplishment."
This year Wholley has been
hamnered by injuries to his
thumb, shoulder and knee, but according to offensive backfield
coach Don Cantin, "He's a
proven leader on the field. He has
improved and the injuries have
hurt him, but he has never once
complained. He's out there
working hard and has a good attitude all the time."
Wholley claims he has played
fairly well at times, but his technique is lacking because of his
limited game experience. The injuries have caused him to miss
valuable practice time, and now
that he's healthy, the season is
.
almost over.
"It's gone by so fast," Wholley
says. "Fall camp and the weeks
of waiting before the first game
were long, but it's almost over.
Before the Springfield game,
when all the seniors were out on
the field, I think we all had a
feeling we'd never see the field
again and we wanted to win the'
last game at home."
"I know I'll miss football and I
don't want it to end," he says. "f

cat stats
Score by Quarters 1
2
3
Final
4
Springfield
14
14
7
0
35
New Hampshire
14
21
21
0
56
NH - Colemon 13 Run Ullman Kick) 2:59
NH - Moore 39 Poss From Steve Wholley Ullman
Kick) 11:34
NH - Loehle 32 Poss From Wholley Ullman Kick) 13:34
SC - England 11 Run (Bunnell Kick) 6:14
NH· Loehle 90 Kickoff Return Ullman Kick) 6:27
SC - Watson 2 Run (Bunnell Kick) 11 :03
NH - Colemon 5 Run Ullman Kick) 13:33
SC • Steve Dowd 18 PQss From Watson (Bunnell
Kick) 4:22
SC· England 26 Poss From Watson (Bunnell Kick) 10:45
NH - Gooden 40 Interception Return Ullman Kick) 0:52
SC - Dowd 6 Run (Bunnell Kick) 3:44
NH - Moore 37 Poss From Wholley Ullman Kick) 6:52
NH - Keough 38 Poss From Wholley ~lllmon Kick) 14:1~

•

•

J

..

the game against Springfield. Wholly also captured two
other records during the game. <Gerry Miles, Tom Lynch J>hotos)

Steve Wholly is the new all-time combined yardage record
holder at UNH. He broke Bill Burnham's record Saturrlay in
don't think anyone does. This
year we started off slow , and
when our record was 1-2, everyone got down and then went
dead."
Wholley continues, "Everyone
should contribute, and it helps so
much when the guys on the bench
are cheering for the team out on
the field. We didn't have that, and
I don't know why, except that we

can have for personal satisfaction," he says.
He has wanted the chance to
prove himself, but even more he
wanted the team to do as well as
it has in the five years he's been
here and to maintain an annual
trip to the playoffs. But, like last
year, the Wildcats have come so
close, "It's like dropping a pass
right off your fingertips," he

I

"' ,.
sairl.

#f

"'r
Coaches and players alike see Steve Wholley as a dedicated athlete. After spending
three years as Jeff Allen's understudy, he has finally become UNH's starting lJUarterback. "It was worth the wait," he says. (John Colligan photo)

~

Springfield stats

Rushing
Dowd
England
Richardson
Hill
Watson
Totals

Att. Goin
65
11
45
7
17
8
13
6
9
34
41 174

Lost
5
1
3
0
36
45

Passing
Watson
Totals

Att.-Comp.-lnt.
33-20-1
33-20·1

Poss Receiving
Cherry
Kenyon
Orosz
Dowd
England
Kelly
Richardson
Totals

No.

9
4
2
2
1
1
1
20

Yards
136
57
23
13
39
'1
7
282

Net
60
44
14
13
·2
129

UNH stats

TD Long
21
1
1
15
7
0
0
5
1
12
21
3

Rushing
Nocera
Colemon
Wholley
Pinter
Totals

Yards TD Long
282 2
41
282 2
41
TD
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

~

Long
41
24
14
18
26
7
7
41
' t ••

Att. Goin
99
17
92
20
9
27
3
15
49 233

Lost
0
7
10
0
17

Passing
Wholley
Totals

Att.-Comp.-lnt.
23-15-1

Poss Receiving
Moore
Loe hie
Romano
Keogh
Nocera
Colemon
Totals

No.
6
4
2
1
1
1
15 .

Net
99
85
17
15
216

Yards TD Long
284 4
39
284 4 39

23-15-1
Yards
127
72
34
38
9
4
284

TD
2
1
0
1
0
0
4

..
~

........
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TD Long
22
0
17
2
0
15
15
0
22
2
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Long
39
32
22
38

9
4
39
f
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Cats ·down Chiefs
in slugfest; 56-35
FOOTBALL
continued from page 24

''All the guys wanted me to do a
dance, " said Moore. laughing in
. the locker room after the game.
The coach 'll be bummed, hit the
guys wanted a show .' '
Defensive halfback Sean McDonnell , whose locker is next to
Moore's, sat on the grey bench ,
. head down, not looking happy at
all .
" I don 't think as a unit the
defense was ready to play today,"
said McDonnell . " I didn 't play
well and the other guys look up to
the seniors to play wtll . .

pass deflected off their ~ands and
into the arms of defensive back ,
Mike Gooden. Gooden sprinted 40
yards for the touchdown. , ,
.
" I was right there, said
Gooden, " and I had good blocking
the rest of the way .''
Loehle came up with the big
play too. At 8: 46 in the seco~d
quarter, Springfield score<:f _its
first touchdown and was gaining
momentum. The score was 21-7.
Loehle took the kickoff, faked a
handoff to Tim Benson and ran 90
yards for a touchdown. The
return gave Loehle the lead in
Division I-AA in ki c koff return!': ,

' 'Springfield did a lot of things with an average of 32.4 yards per
that we knew they were going to return.
" How the·play w_grks is that the
do. We just didn 't do what we
fake
reverse is supposed to hold
were supposed to do. "
Bowes said the lack of an effec- the defenders,'' said Loehle,
tive pass rush enab~ed Spring- " while our outside return man
blocks out their farthest defenfield to score many points .
' 'Tfie guy <Springfielcf q-uarter- der. It happened and I had some
back Peter Watson) just stood great blocks downfield. I couldn't
'
there and threw, " said Bowes; believe the hole I had."
And so it went all day long.
"he had an day."
Watson completed 20 of 33 Springfield nearly pulling even
passes for 282 yards and two and then UNH scoring to stay
touchdowns. It was Watson's ahead, teasing and tantalizing
passing in the third quarter that the Chiefs.
" You hate to see your team
brought Springfield to within
play like that," said Bowes.
seven points of the Wildcats, 35-28.
" It's good we<the defense ) got
"It scared me when they came
within se~en points of us ," said this out of our system this week,''
center Don Wohlfarth. " They said McDonnell. "What a good
could have tied the game easily. football team does is put it . all ,
But the defense came through defense and offense, together.
" A lot of people doubt how good
with the touchdown i'nterception.
When you 're playing a wide-open ·we are. Maybe next week against
game, you have to come up with UMass things will fall into place.' '
the big play ."
Wohlfarth summed it up, " It's
On that interception, Watson good to go into UMass on a winfaded back to throw. He had two ning note. " We've got a lot of
receivers open at his own 40. The things to prove. "

Women runners eighth
The UNH women's cross-country team , again behind the strong
one-two punch of Beth Clark and ~inda S_chnieder, finished an
unexpected eighth in the AIAW Reg10nals m Vermont Satu:day.
Penn State capturing the team title, was led by last year's wmner
Kathy Mill~ <holder of the American record for 5000 meters) who
toured the UVM course in a record-shattering 16: 18.
Clark on the basis of her 16th place finish, goes on to the AJA W
Nationa'ls in Denver, Colorado Saturday. The top_four teams and
top nine individuals in the Regionals earned the tnp ~est. . . .
Schnieder just missed her chance to see the Rockies, fin_ishing
as the tenth qualifier, three places behind Clark. The sprints to
the tape were so furious that th_e difference ?etween. Clark's
qualifying performance and Schmeder near miss wa~ JU St one
second.
. ·
Junior Cathy Hodgdon (45th) , freshman Missy Collins . (69th )
and sophomore Laui;ie Munson (86th ) helped propel the Wildcats
to the fore of 31 teams, representing the 12-instate northeast
region and Washington, DC. Two weeks ago, the Cats hc:id taken
third in the New England's to eclipse pre-seaso!1 ~xpcctat10ns. An
eighth place showing in the Regionals became icing on the cake.
--GARY CROSSAN

..·"'%

Wildcat .defonsiv~ ba~k J~ff Belmont puts the stop on a Springfieldddbt~ll ~arrier de°~~~g (t3et~:;
day's 56-35 UNH victory. Linebacker Mike Hennessey gets set to a
e msuranc
·
Miles photo)

Icem-en best Merrimack, 8-5
By Lee Hunsaker
Last Saturday's 8-5 victory
over Merrimack College could be
as good a warm-up as anyone on
UNH's hockey team could ask
for. Though the Warriors might
be listed as a Division II team,
they are the NCA~ .n.ational
champions for that divis10n and
are as fine a team as many
Division I school would hope for.
So why does Merrim~ck
remain in Division II? According
to Warrior head coach Bruce
Parker, it's a matter of size.
"Myself, the players and a . l~t
of people would like us to go DIVIsion I but the school is too small
( unde~ 2000 students) to handle it
financially," he said.
. . . .
Tonight, the parade of DIVIsion
II opponents continues when the
Cats host Norwich Academy.
Game time is 7 pm and admission
is $1.50. _,,
.
Saturday night's contes~ with
the Warriors took on the air of a
Division I match right from the
start.
.
Unlike the lackluster game
against St. Anselm's of a week
ago <UNH won 5-0, yawning all
the way), the Warrio~s were a
proven threat, thanks in part to.

their 8-4 licking of the Wildcats
last year.
·
In pre-season play so far this
year, Merrimack has defeated
Boston College twice, 8-6 and 7-6
and tied Providence College 4-4.
Actually, it was the Friars who
tied Merrimack as the Warriors
held a 4-2 lead in the third period.
: Bob Magnuson's goal 40 ~econds.
into the first period surprised the
sparse crowd of 1400 in Snively,
but not the Warrior bench.
"We've got forwards that can
really ·go,'' said Parker after the
game. "It was a matter of us getting the puck away from UNH."
But, as was UNH 's custom last
year, the Wildcats' began to take
charge, exploding for four unanswered goals.
Captain Bob Gould's tip-in of a
Terry Flanagan slap shot at 5:51
began the onslaught which saw
Bruce Crowder, Dana Barbin (on
a neat passing duet with Jeff
Beaney) and Tom St. Onge all
pump home goals past a busy
Merrimack goalie Gilles Moffet.
At the other end of the ice, the
Wildcats' defense stiffened up
and protected goalie Greg Moffett who was called on only five
times in the first period.

St. Onge and Beaney both
finished the game with two goals
apiece. St. Onge_ was. playing
right wing on the line with Frank
Roy and Frank Barth in olace of
the inj'ured Ralph Cox <shoulder).
· According to head coach Charlie Holt Cox has been skating
with the team in practice but isn't
expected to see any action until
next Wednesday.
Beaney's two goals and Barbin 's one <along with two assists )
prompted praise from H_olt.. "I
think we've really got a third line
now " said Holt, who added that
he'li' try to not break up any lines
as the ECAC opener against RPI
on December 2 nears.
But just as UNH owned the first
period the Warriors owned the
second. By the 2: 18 mark, Jim
Toomey and Frank Guest had .
completed two scoring drives
which came just eleven seconds
apart.
Merrimack's goalie Moffet
then stopped a UNH 3-on-O and
Merrimack began to roll. After
both teams waded through a pool
of penalties midway through the
1

HOCKEY, page 20 .

•
Swimmers down UVM m
opener.
By Pete Hearne
Herskovitz swam a 33.5 50 yard
In the diving competition, BonThe UNH women's swim team breast stroke to break the nie Rentsh of UNH captured both
opened its season with a bang last previous record and also qualify the one meter and three meter
Tuesday, soundly trouncing the her for the regionals, and Miller's titles, but not without keen comUniversity of Vermont 85-46. The time of 29.9 in the backstroke tied petition from Vermont's Sarah
crowd on ,hand at Swasey Pool the pool record. Herskovitz also Moore. Karen Cropanese of UNH
also saw UNH break two pool showed her versatility by taking finsihed third.
records and tie a third, as the the 150 yard individual medley in
Rentsh is one of the top four
Wildcat swimmers were in con- 107.1.
divers in New England, accortrol the entire meet.
Additional winners for UNH ding to diving coach Bob Baker,
but she was not in top form on
The 200 yard medley relay were captain Mira Dabrowski, Tuesday.
"Bonnie was not what
team of Debbie Miller, Sue Her- . who swam a steady and strong
she could have been," said
skovitz, Margo Boch, and Susi~ race to easily win the 500 yard Baker, ''But she's doiQg more difUrban put UNH ahead from the freestyle, Kathryn Johnson in ficult dives. It's a concentration
start with an impressive 1: 58.2 the 100 ya.r d freesyle, Brenda problem.,,
.
time, a team and pool record. The Greene, who won the lOO yard
On the afternoon in the swim.time also qualifi~s the relay team butterfly, and Mary ~az_arony, ming events, the Wildcats got
for the Eastern Regionals to be - who looked smooth m wmnmg the eight first places, and finished
held in March.
100 yard backstroke.
second another nine times. "I
"I knew they'd break the
For UVM, Adrienne David won knew we had depth,"said Lowe,
record sometime," said coach both the 50 yard freestyle in 27.5 "But I didn't expectthis much."
Carol Lowe, "it was just a and the 50 yard butterfly in 30.48.
UNH has two strong swimmers
question of when."
Kathleen Leahy Jook the 100 yard in each event,_ an achievement
Of articular interest to Lowe breast stroke in 120.27, Joyce every coach st~ives for. .
e pthe two freshman Miller Bates won the 200 yard freestyle ,
Tomorrow will be the first real
U!\'lass's T.ony llia~ takes t~e uppe_r haf!d. in a. ~uel f~r the ~all ;~J Herskovitz, ·who both \\-ere and the 20_0 yard freest_yle t~am test of this dept~, as ~N.H trave!s
with UNll s ~ob (,rynkew1cz durmg . f nday s seas~m-~~~m~ .. 1 0 involved in setting . other- . -beat the Wildcat team w1tha hme · -to · Hanover' ·t o f'ate a P<Metful
• .game. The Mmutemcn handed UNll its 10th loss of the year. as
d
·
of 1:545.17.
Dartmouth team.
<Gerry Miles photo)
recor s .
~~~~~
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Teams score record 91 points

Cats crush Chiefs
By Dana Jeneings
UNH led Springfield 21-0 with
1: 26 to go in the first quarter of
Saturday's football game. The
home fans smugly looked on,
sensing a blowout. On the sidelines. second and third string
Wildcat players signed autographs for children. The game
was going to be the annual
romp with Springfield, just like
the last two years. Yawn.
But something happened in between yawns. Springfield refused
to give up. Late in the third quarter, the Chiefs pulled to within
one touchdown. Before the game
ended, the 6100 people at Cowell
Stadium saw the most points ever
scorod in an UNH football game

Springfield tailback Norm England appears ready to be drawn and quartered by four
UNH defensive players during Saturday's 56-35 Wildcat victory. The win assures UNH
of yet another winning season in football. <Nick Novick photo)

UNH hooters· finish with loss
played with the best teams in
By Lee Hunsaker
the contest, freshman forward
With its 2-1 loss to UMass -last Mike Sawin placed a throw-in at New England.''
Tuesday's game against the
Friday, the UNH soccer team en- the feet of fullback Patrick Udeh
ded yet another losing season <5- who came up from his position Big Green was especially
10-1), but began what it hopes to and was unable to capitalize pleasing for Tuttle, who has had
be a new era for the Wildcat when he was spoiled by Manilla
trouble this year with his conhooters.
sistency.
in the penalty area.
"We were better than last
The breaks have gone against
"It was the best game of my
season," said goalie Gordon Tut- UNH for much of the second half
life,'' said Tuttle. "They <Darttle, whose spectacular perfor- of the season. Never out of any
mouth) outshot us two to one but
mance last Tuesday had led game, they .would habitually couldn't score. It was very
UNH to a 0-0 tie with Dartmouth come just one goal shy against satisfying for me."
<second in New England, 18th the powers, losing 3-2 against
Cloutier finished the season
nationally).
UConn and URI and 2-1 to Verjust as he opened it--scoring
"We're just going to get bet- mont.
ter,'-' he continued, "We're not
Friday, Tony Dias opened the UNH's lone goal in the game. For
that far away. "
scoring at 25:32 of the first half Cloutier. it was a vastly im- .
Though it was a sloppily played when he took a pass from Mark proved season as he Jed the Wild2ame. the encounter against Bassington and popped home a cat's in scoring this year, tallying
seven goals and four assists for 11
UMass and the tie with Dart- goal to the short side of Tuttle.
The score stood at 1-0 into the points.
mouth seem to support Tuttle's
statement.
second half until Dias again
Tuttle, a New England all-star
UNH had several chances to scored for UMass at 13:24. Now last year; compiled a 1.6 goals
score against the Minutemen. In · leading 2-0, UMass coach Russ against average while making
the second half, down 2-0, Rob Kidd began to substitute freely, a 128 saves in 14 games.
Jordan found himself in front of tactic which nearly cost him the
Mass goalie Mark Manille with win.
With the season now over,
the ball but mishandled it, losing
coach Bob Kullen takes his
Kidd used a total of three
an excellent chance to bring the goalies, and though they each i>osition of as~istant hockey
Wildcats within one goal.
didn't suffer a barrage of shots, coach and is now in Toronto
On three different occassions,
Mike Cloutier's goal at 35:02 scouting prospects for next
UNH was awarded direct kicks should have alerted Kidd to a year's ho~key team.
close to the UMass net, but the possible comeback.
Assistant soccer coach Ted
.
ensuing shots sailed either wide
con"We knew UNH would be Garber, meanwhile
or were blocked.
tough," he said. "They've been in , tinue -the recruiting process for
Then in the waning minutes of every game this year and have soccer in Kullen.'s abscence.

will

UNH freshman Doug Simon, battles it out ~1th two UM ass players during Friday's soccer gamt'.
UMass won, 2-1, to end the Cats' st"ason with a 5-10-1 mark.< Lee Hunsaker photo>

as the Cats beat Springfield 56-35.
"f think things were too easy
for us at the beginning offensively," said Bill Bowes. UNH's
head coach, "we relaxed, we
thought the game was over.
"In the third quarter, they gotwithin one touchdown of us, but
Mike (safety Mike Gooden) intercepted a pass and returned it
for a touchdown. We just kept
coming back."
Quarterback Steve Wholley
was the main reason behind
UNH's repeated comebacks.
Wholley completed 15 of 23 passes

for 284 yards and four touchdowns.
"It's the best day I've had any
time," said Wholley, grinning.
"Everything was there--the offensive line, the receivers .. .I
think we have the best set of receivers in the conference."
Wholley went deep to those
receivers often. His shortest
touchdown pass was a 32-yard
toss to Dave Loehle. He also
passed to George Moore for two
scoring strikes of 38 and 39 yards
and to Fraok Keough for a 38yarder.
On three of those touchdowns,
Wholley checked off at the line of
scrimmage, changing the play
while calling tho signalo, because

of the defensive formation he
saw.
On Moore's second touchdown,
Wholley checked off. The touch- down put UNH ahead 49-35 with
eight minutes left in the game.
"Steve checked," said Moore,
"and I was able to run by the defense."
On that touchdown, Moore
high-stepped into the end zone
like a chorus girl in a Western
movie and then shuffled the ball
behind his back a couple times.
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Football without tension
For a while they could relax and be kids again, playing a
rough game of football amon·g the elongated shadows of the
late autumn day. The pressure of being a contender, which had
tightened every muscle and chased at every heartbeat since last
spring was gone, as if released from a baloon, rushing out of
Cowell Stadium with an enormous sigh.
It was only a game again, the way it should always have
been. Gone was the threat of defeat which drove their
breathing faster and swung over their heads like a pendulum of
disaster. Their season had ended last week, the bleeding was
over, and now it was time to stop taking football as if it were
the only thing that mattered in this whole damn wmjd ..
The Oklahoma-Nebraska football game was on TV in the
press box. The sparse crowd enjoyed the sunlight which was
breaking through the clouds almost as much as the game, and
the hang glider soaring overhead became the main· attraction
for several minutes.
Players chatted on the sidelines, their helmets set back on
their heads, and some even signed autographs for little kids
who asked by reaching up and tapping the players' kneepads.
Suddenly, it seemed, there was something more important
than winning football games: that was just playing football.
With the burden of pleasing everybody else lifted from their
shoulders, the players wanted only to please themselvE·s. They
won because they wanted to win:--not because they had to.
As George Moore high-stepped into the end zone, his smile
could be seen through his face mask. As Steve Wholley ~onnec
ted again and again on his way to 284 yards passing, he knew
for once that life did not depend on his next completion.
They were playing Springfield College Saturday for the sa'm e
reason they started playing football in the first place: for the
love of the game. And though the coaching staff tried ~o shame
them into winning because UNH hadn't lost to Springfield at
home in 21 years ("We told them, 'Are you guys going ~o be on
the team that let Springfield beat you?' "--UNH coach Bil!
Bowes), they deserved the credit of winning through their ow11
motivation, the kind that is instillea within you when ynu are a
true athlete, the kind that must come from within.
And when Springfield closed to within a touchdown after
UNH had held a commanding lead, that was OK, too. The
rewards of competition are there most prominently when a
cha!Jenge is present. It is an integral part of the game.
The game was played as it should have been for all these
years, through all the nip-and-tucks, the down-to-the-wires
and the heartbreaking losses. For a brief moment in time the
game was placed in its proper perspective.

